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About this file 

BattleTech has had a general in /tg/ for longer than we’ve 

had generals. In spite of this, we’ve always lacked a new 

player guide. Until recently, fresh blood only came to /btg/ in 

trickles, not in a torrent, so while in the past helping new 

players get started was something that we could walk them 

through step by step. These days, it seems like each general 

sees at least one new player announcing that they’ve taken 

the plunge.  

 

While Catalyst Game Labs produce a number of booklets 

that introduce BattleTech to new players, the company 

slogan seems to be “Whatever works for your group”. While they think they’re being 

accommodating to various player groups, what really results is players are overwhelmed 

without direction and frequently give up on playing. Catalyst, as well as Fanpro and FASA 

before them, tended to focus a lot of their energies into making wargame campaign support 

for their games, but have failed to properly acknowledge or address the fact that the vast 

majority of BattleTech games played are simple pickup games between player ‘armies’, not 

RAT-generated mooks against player groups. Plus, there might be distrust from new players 

about the books Catalyst products suggest, because those guides are often barely 

distinguishable from sell sheets. 

 

Beyond Catalyst’s input, players who are trying to get into the game may look for advice from 

players on what they need to start playing – but with so many ways of approaching the game 

and so many different opinions from the community, confusion sets in and, again, they give 

up. Of course, with /btg/, you have to take everything with a grain of salt because for every 

anon trying to help, there’s a shitposter giving intentionally false information. 

In this PDF, I hope to create a guide to answer as many questions for new players as I can, 

based on some of the most common questions I’ve seen asked. Some of the questions are 

educated, while others are asked bluntly - probably out of frustration with the unfamiliar. In 

trying to cover all the bases, I realize I get long-winded, so I try to include tl;drs to abbreviate 

the contents of each section. This guide is focusing on the PVP one-shot pickup game 

experience that most players are looking for guidance on. Use the table of contents to answer 

the questions you have, rather than read from cover to cover. 
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“Where are the Codexes?” 

Quick Answer: They don’t exist. 

tl;dr:  No hard army creation rules. Technical Readouts for lore. 

Random Assignment Tables, Master Unit List, and Field Manuals for 

additional guidance. 

Now, before you throw a shitfit about there not being Codexes, the first thing you need to 

understand is that BattleTech isn’t set up like the majority of other wargames. Not only is 

salvaging equipment from the enemy force a backbone of the setting, but BattleTech is a 

game with a progressing storyline, expanding every year, and adding more content to the 

game. Further, there is far less regulation for what you are and aren’t allowed to take in an 

army, so providing rigid army construction lists aren’t needed. For that reason, the closest 

thing that can be described as being a Codex are the Technical Readouts series of books. 

One of the best-selling lines of books for BattleTech, the Technical Readouts series, could 

be described like “Jane’s Guide” books about military vehicles. Since the early years of the 

game, these books listed the various units available in the game, their background and 

reception, flavor text regarding their usage, distribution, some basic game stats, and 

illustrations. Besides the artwork and stats, part of the popularity of these books is that it 

breaks lore down into approachable pieces, and helps breathe life into otherwise faceless 

units. However, it should be stated that these books are not, in fact, required to play the game. 

They are a reference and an enjoyable read, but largely irrelevant at the game table. 

 

The Field Manual series of books crop up every now and again. The early books published 

in the 90s went into detail about faction history, what each army fielded, how well equipped 

they were, preferred paint schemes and crests, and their preferred tactics, while later books 

expanded on that existing information, instead focusing on the exploits of each of the factions 

and sub-regiments since the previous book. Note that while these books often offer special 

abilities for each of the regiments, it’s very rare to see them get used in any game. Especially 

when played as a pickup game, special rules in BattleTech are the exception, not the norm. 
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For more straightforward availability information, it’s possible to use the website “Master Unit 

List” to search by faction, era, etc for what units you can get access to for a game. This is an 

official site so is reliable, but does suffer in that there is little to no guidance on how common 

or rare a mech is. Looking to the Random Assignment Tables spread throughout various 

rulebooks, scenario packs, and sourcebooks will help to give guidance for how common a 

mech is. Likewise, reading the TRO entries should offer a good idea. 
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“I just want to play!” 

Sometimes, this frustrated statement comes up. Players not sure how to start get frustrated 

at the lack of clear guidance. Use the following table for guidance on what you’re going to 

need. Table made to accommodate the colorblind. 

 

I just want to… 

 

Legend: 

 Strongly Suggested  Helpful 

 Discretionary  Not Necessary 

Beginners Box
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rm

ored C
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bat Box

Battlem
ech M

anual

Total W
arfare

Tech M
anual

Tactical O
perations

Strategic O
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Interstellar O
perations
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Technical R
eadouts

R
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M
echw

arrior D
estiny

Alpha S
trike

Additional M
iniatures

Additional M
apsheets

…have a quick sample game without dropping

much if any cash

…have a starting point to start learning with

friends or my kids.

…play pickup games against people at the LGS

with mechs only

…play pickup games against people at the LGS

with tanks or elementals sometimes.

…Play pickup games against people at the LGS

with all the stuff they use.

…play the RPG without the wargame.

…play the wargame and the RPG together

…play a basic wargame campaign

…play a detailed wargame campaign.

…play games in under an hour

Additional Modifiers:

...understand the rules for how everything in the

standard rules is made

...create custom units by hand

...know price, technology level, and rarity lists

for equipment

...play space battles with Warships / Jumpships

etc

...have alternative rules for aerospace fighters.
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Rulebooks and Boxes – 

“What are these things?” 

BattleTech Beginner Box 

 Misnomer – ‘sampler box’ would be more accurate. 

 Extremely simplified rules 

 For people that want to try BattleTech, but aren’t sure if 

they want to buy in. 

 Only way to get a plastic Griffin, and contains some stuff 

that can be used by established players, so not completely 

worthless. 

 Usually bought in tandem with A Game of Armored 

Combat. 

 

BattleTech: A Game of Armored Combat (AGOAC) 

 The ‘real’ starter box. 

 All the basics you need to play a game, and 

commonly available mechs. 

 Modern-looking, much better quality mechs than 

boxed sets of the past, but only 8 compared to previous 

boxes’ 24+ 

 Sometimes shows up for cheap on Amazon. 
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BattleTech: Clan Invasion boxed set (Clanbox) 

 Two different covers, same content. Black box for Kickstarter buyers. 

 Does not contain full playable rules - it is an expansion product to AGOAC 

 Rules are somewhat more complicated and detailed, so for those unfamiliar 

with clantech from Mechwarrior games etc. this will have a steeper learning curve.  

 Has five clan omnimechs and two Elemental points in plastic, mapsheets etc.  

 A good first-step for people to break out of the 3025-forever trap, or who 

want to start a Clan force. 

 Grendel is a little lore-inappropriate (Doesn’t show up until Battle of Tukayyid) 

but otherwise a good general-availability machine. 

Main Rulebooks 

Total Warfare (TW) 

 Rules supersede any found in the boxed sets 

 The standard rulebook for game-store play. 

 First purchase after boxed sets if you ever intend 

to use anything other than mechs. 

 Includes rules for all of the most common unit 

types in the game. 

 Includes aerospace rules that few people use due 

to poor integration. 

 Sufficient to play with almost anything leading up 

to the Dark Age period. 

 Often derided for poor layout and bloat compared 

to older editions, but the rules themselves are an 

improvement. 

 Old printings still viable but will have lots of errata, 

especially if it has a Fanpro logo. Newest printings (Atlas Covers) are in turn more up to date. 
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Battlemech Manual (BMM) 

 Same rules as found in Total Warfare, you don’t 

need both. 

 As with Total Warfare, the included rules 

supersede the boxed sets. 

 Better diagrams and easier to understand. 

 Focuses exclusively on ‘Mechs and nothing else. 

 Includes rules most if not all of the equipment used during 

the Dark Age period. 

 Does not detail how equipment affects unit types other 

than mechs, so does not fully obsolesce TacOps and IntOps. 

 Contains some extra and alternative rules that are optional for gameplay, like simplified 

airstrikes and artillery. 

 Pushes quirks hard, although not required. Not suggested in combination with BV 

balancing. 

 Contains a new “Common errors” section  

 As before, newer printings have more up to date errata. Grey is oldest printing, followed 

by blue. Green cover will be the most recent printing when released. 

Alpha Strike (Separate game system) 

Alpha Strike (AS) 

 Core rulebook to alternate BattleTech game system. 

 Designed to allow for large scale games to be played in a short time.  

 More frequently used by players that are willing to sacrifice detail for 

speed of play. 

 A minority of players but some groups use it exclusively. 

 Uses cards for data tracking rather than record sheets. 

 Uses miniatures rules (hexless) by default. 

 Out of print 
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Alpha Strike Companion (ASC) 

 Out of print, harder to find. 

 Expanded rules and equipment for Alpha Strike  

 Includes rules for playing alpha strike on hex maps. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Alpha Strike: Commander’s 

Edition (AS / ASCe) 

 Version currently in 

production. 

 Combines the base Alpha 

Strike rules with elements of the Alpha 

Strike Companion. 
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Optional Rulebooks 

Techmanual (TM) 

 Custom unit building rules for Total 

Warfare for everything from mechs to dropships 

to infantry platoons. 

 Also includes information on equipment 

prices and rarities. 

 Contains explanation of how to 

calculate BV. 

 best kept at home. Useful for detailed campaigns. 

Tactical Operations (TO/TacOps) 

 Original book has been split into two separate books in 

later printings. 

 If using Total Warfare, needed for any unit 

marked as Advanced or Experimental. 

 Tactical Operations (Victor) contains additional 

optional rules to expand functionality of existing 

equipment, weather and additional terrain types. Also 

rules for using Artillery. These effects often get used 

in various campaign scenarios. 

 Tactical Operations Advanced Units and Equipment will contain rules for Mobile 

Fortresses, but is mainly for additional components. Largely optional but more or less 

mandatory for combined arms play in the Dark Age period.  

Strategic Operations (SO / StratOps) 

 Contains rules needed to use larger space vessels like 

warships and jumpships. Also includes rules for advanced space 

combat – makes aerospace fighters move like the game 

Asteroids. 

 Old version contained repair/refit/customization rules for 

campaign games, They have since been tweaked and moved to the Campaign Operations 

book. 
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 The old edition also had some large-scale game systems like Battleforce, and the 

prototypical version of Alpha Strike called Quick Strike. 

 Now that maintenance rules have been moved to Campaign ops, besides trying to 

complete spine art, most players won’t need this book anymore. 

Interstellar Operations (IO/IntOps) 

 Contains some era-specific rules, like land-air-mechs, superheavy 

mechs, nuclear weapons etc. 

 Additional era specific equipment and munitions types, like prototype 

versions of upgraded weapons, Dark Age RISC equipment, and listen-

kill missiles from Historical 3039. 

 Also contains equipment introduced in ER:3145 with updated rules 

that is needed for Dark Age play if playing with Total Warfare. 

 Also has some strategy-scale game systems like strategic-scale Battleforce and Inner 

Sphere at War. 

Campaign Operations (CO) 

 The retro art cover (With Cicada) is the newer version, which may 

seem ass-backwards to new players. 

 The new version will contain the maintenance/repair/refit rules that 

were previously in the old printings of Strategic Operations, though these 

have been heavily rewritten and changes added to Stratops’ errata PDF 

on the BattleTech site. 

 Contains multiple campaign systems, including the classic math 

heavy form that will need Techmanual as a supplement, the modular 

but simplified Chaos Campaign system, narrative campaign systems, 

map-based campaign systems, etc. 

 Heavy GM-Versus-players focus to all campaign systems.  

 Suggested to players that intend to run campaign games, though 

some older books may have ‘done it better’, it’s a good first step. 
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Supported RPG systems 

Notes: 

A lot of players prefer using the older RPG systems, namely Mechwarrior 2nd edition for its 

simplicity and Mechwarrior 3rd edition for its wounds system and lifepaths.  

Lots of groups also ignore the BattleTech RPGs and instead use more generalist systems 

like Savage Worlds. 

There are no “Character generators” for any of the BattleTech RPGs that are reliable or 

noteworthy. Unlike mech making software, RPG character making software for BattleTech is 

noticeably absent. Pen and paper or a word processor are pretty much your only options. 

 

A Time of War (aToW) 

 Tries to combine elements of 2nd edition and 3rd edition 

 Goes back to 2D6, but flips modifiers on their head and 

applies them to the die roll rather than the target number. 

 Notoriously slow character generation, combined with 

notoriously deadly combat. 

 Good support for multiple eras. 

 

 

A Time of War Companion (aToW:C) 

 Expansion to A Time of War 

 More in depth traits and special abilities.  

 Details about rank levels for each faction. 

 Expanded rules for animals and xenofauna 

 Expanded rules for prosthetics, cybernetics, and mutations 

 Character conversion rules to bring characters from old 

MechWarrior RPGs to aToW. 
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Mechwarrior Destiny (MW:D) 

 Targets players new to BattleTech rather than established 

ones. 

 Focuses on succession-wars era BattleTech. 

 Uses character ‘tags’ for roleplaying. 

 Has built-in mech combat system somewhere between 

BattleTech and the Quick Start rules.  

 Still new so not many players have tried it yet. 

Main non-rulebook products: 

Record Sheets (RS) 

 Not as common a purchase since many players simply 

print sheets from mech-making programs like Megamek Lab 

or Solaris Skunkwerks for free. 

 Sold in collections that reflect their respective (Catalyst 

edition) Technical Readouts book.  

 BattleTech is not WYSIWYG, as the record sheets are the 

important part. 

 Suggested to get PDF versions for easy printing. Print 

sheets of mechs you will use often for lamination, or use 

plastic sheet protectors. It will allow for far more mileage and reduce dependence on 

printers etc. 

 “Cheap” versions tend to have only the most basic versions of mechs, while the higher 

priced versions are far more valuable for their price. 
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Technical Readouts (TRO) 

 Hands down the most popular purchases after rulebooks, 

though not actually necessary to play, they are just reference books 

that tickle the ‘tisms. 

 They are often referred to by the player base as the 

acronym “TRO” 

 Each book tends to specialize in specific years, with a few 

specialist exceptions like TRO 3057 – which focused on spacecraft. 

 Lists background information about the various units 

available in the lore, faction availability, some stats, and black-and-

white illustrations for each. 

 Catalysts’ most recent TROs with an Era in the title rather 

than a numerical year tend to focus on mechs exclusively 

 Early Printings of Technical Readout 3025 (pictured top) 

are considered the best starting point for new players by the 

community, and although long out of print is frequently available 

second hand. TRO 3039 has lore issues but offered the most 

comprehensive starting point for new players. The PDF is still 

available but the book has gone out of print, in favor of TRO Succession Wars. 
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Faction-Focused Products 

Take note that it’s been publicly stated that faction-specific products are some of the worst 

sellers, since they only tend to sell to a small proportion of the player base and are ignored 

by the rest. 

Field Manuals (FM) 

 Mostly out of print, but useful as PDFs 

 Used occasionally as reference book for choosing armies 

 Contains history and information about each of the formations in a 

given faction. Often includes information on paint schemes, emblem 

placement, preferred tactics, etc. 

 Newer field manuals tend to not detail paint information, but give 

updates on each regiments’ exploits. They also tend to be generalist rather 

than focused on one faction. 

 Random Assignment Tables, Optional regimental quirks, and new 

equipment are often found in the back of the books. 

 One of the FM: Mercenaries books has a detailed campaign system built in that was well 

received. 

 Combat Manuals were a spin-off of this product made with Alpha Strike players in mind, 

but the project stalled after two books. 

Housebook / Handbook series (HB) 

 Original Housebook series made in the 80s by FASA, focusing on the early 

3025 lore. Much of the early lore of the game came from these books.  

 There were books produced for all five successor states, plus one book for the 

Star league. There was a later book made for the Periphery. 

 The Handbook series was started by Fanpro in the early 2000s, and was 

continued by Catalyst. For continuity, all handbooks are written up to 3067, just before 

the Jihad period kicks off. 

 Unlike the Housebook series, the Handbook series puts greater focus on 

clarity regarding listing the various factories in each state and what is produced there. 

 No Housebook/Handbook was produced for the clans. The closest thing being 

“The Clans: Warriors of Kerensky”. 

 As a tie-in product with the HBS computer game, a print on demand product 

in the style of the 80s housebooks was made for House Arano – the periphery state 

made up for the game. It remains to be seen if House Arano will be treated as a tie-in, 

or retconned into the lore. 
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Fiction products 

Novels, Novellas, and short fiction 

 Many of the old BattleTech novels can be bought print-on-demand from 

Amazon, or found in second hand stores. 

 Many are also available as epub 

 Battlecorps was an online subscription that produced short stories for 

BattleTech for many years after Fasa got shuttered. The compilation printings of 

their books have become harder to find. 

 Many players get their lore knowledge almost exclusively from novels. 

 The Jihad was the only era that did not get novels as it was being released, 

with all fiction in short story or sourcebook form. This may have played a part in the player 

bases’ disdain for it. 

Modern Sourcebooks: 

 Modern referring to lore sourcebooks released as new lore is being 

created for the game. 

 Often mostly fiction, with a few scenario games, new pieces of 

technology or new units to use. 

 Examples include the Jihad Hot Spots series, the Interstellar Players 

books, the Wars of Reaving supplement, and the upcoming IlClan sourcebook. 

Historicals: 

 Sourcebooks made to retroactively look at events in BattleTech lore 

that weren’t fully fleshed out yet. 

 Lots of lore, going in-depth about individual events and battles, and 

detailing the strengths of forces on each side 

 Often include RATs, scenarios, and other information to help players 

run games in that era. 

 

Era Reports: (ER) 

 Like a combination of Historicals and Field Manuals, but more 

distilled to show the main characters, active forces, and a basic brief of the 

events of the time period 

 Heavy focus on scenarios to recreate events, random assignment 

tables, and A Time of War support to tweak lifepaths and nationalities to 

better match with the era. 
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Digital Tools 

The following takes a look at the various websites and software tools for 

BattleTech, and the features they offer to players.  

Megamek (MM): https://megamek.org/ 

 Fan-programmed in Java, Almost perfectly recreates 

the game 

 Almost every unit in BattleTech included 

 Can be played against an AI bot or against human 

opponents 

 Has expanded to allow space battles, wargame 

campaign support both online and offline 

(Mekwars/MekHQ), record sheet printing and custom 

unit creation (MegamekLAB), map sheet making. 

 Too good at what it does? Some players fail to learn basic 

mechanics or quit playing actual BattleTech because Megamek does everything for them. 

Official BattleTech website https://bg.BattleTech.com/ 

 Updates on new and upcoming products 

 many sample downloads available, and errata for most products. 

 Errata for Techmanual includes the BV calculations you will need to play in most pick-up 

game environments. 

 Forums allow you to talk with the devs, but are extremely slow and tyrannically regulated. 

  

https://megamek.org/
https://bg.battletech.com/
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Solaris Skunkwerks (SSW): http://solarisskunkwerks.com/ 

 

 Currently not a paid program 

 Made in Java 

 Initially only had support for making Mechs, but has expanded since to include vehicles, a 

Force Balancer, game tracker, a Quick Strike card printer (beta version of Alpha Strike 

from Strategic ops), and an Alpha Strike card printer. 

Heavy Metal Pro (HMP): https://www.heavymetalpro.com/ 

 

 Used to be the official Mech-making software for BattleTech before Total Warfare hit the 

market, but was also a paid program. 

 Was extremely slow to offer support for Total Warfare rules, and fell out of favor as a 

result. 

 Still used by the old guard and holdouts still upset that Total Warfare came out. 

Website contains some tools not seen elsewhere, like a tool for calculating BV for custom 

weapons. 

 Solid package for printing and designing Mechs, battle armor, aerospace fighters, 

vehicles, and mapsheets. 

Flechs Record Sheets: https://flechs.net/ 

 Base program is for digital record sheet management 

 Designed for tablets, but works on computers 

 Many features are automated, and allows multiple devices to link together 

Other tools the site provides are a flash-based hit location table memory trainer, a 

BattleTech Chaos Campaign force manager, Visualizers for line of sight and mech 

movement respectively, and a browser-based to-hit calculator. 

 I haven’t tried it myself but for very large games it might be useful keeping record sheets 

tidy. 

 

http://solarisskunkwerks.com/
https://www.heavymetalpro.com/
https://flechs.net/
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Mech Factory  (Browser / Android) : 

https://BattleTech.rpg.hu/mechfactory_frame.php 

 Requires making an account and logging in 

 Various tools including record sheet printing, force builders, customization program. The 

majority of units have TRO entries in here. 

 Interesting combat trial program that allows you to pit two ‘mechs against each other to 

fight.  

 Lists rules from rulebooks and sourcebooks for many pieces of equipment. 

 

Sarna.net  Sarna.net 

 Comprehensive BattleTech wiki for all things BattleTech. 

 Perhaps not ideal for learning the lore from scratch, but excellent as a reference guide. 

 Moratorium for a few months regarding new content from TROs, sourcebooks. 

 

Master Unit List (MUL) http://www.masterunitlist.info/ 

 Made by Catalyst to sort through the thousands of units available in-game 

 Can sort by factions, era, etc. 

 Slightly preferential to Alpha Strike players (Searching by AS tags; Free AS cards but 

links to official record sheet packs), but is still functional as a tool for regular BattleTech players. 

Camospecs (CSO) https://camospecs.com/ 

 For many years has served as the main reference for BattleTech paintjobs 

 Recently updated so performance has improved 

 Search by faction and forces, or search for specific miniatures. 

 Many regiments had their paint schemes canonized by artists on this site. 

 Also includes various guides for how to make BattleTech minis, from assembly to painting 

techniques. 

 

https://battletech.rpg.hu/mechfactory_frame.php
https://www.sarna.net/
http://www.masterunitlist.info/
https://camospecs.com/
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Unit Color Compendium (UCC) https://unitcolorcompendium.com/ 

 An advantage over Camospecs: able to search by tags 

 Downside: Not just canon schemes: also filled with user-made, non-canon donut steel. 

 Art mainly photoshopped Mechwarrior Online artwork, so sometimes might be difficult to 

guess how well it will look hand-painted. 

 

Pryde Rock Industries http://www.pryderockindustries.com/ 

 

 By no means a new website 

 Has many game aids that I found useful when I was first starting out, including some 

basic paper standies. 

 Many of the tools are out of date, but if you plan on using older editions of the RPG, 

rulebooks, etc, it’s a treasure trove. 

 I’d hazard a guess there are a lot of broken links. 

 Last updated in 2015? 

https://unitcolorcompendium.com/
http://www.pryderockindustries.com/
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Where to get minis 

This is unfortunately an issue that BattleTech faces. Many game stores who have done 

business with BattleTech before have been left with a sour taste in their mouth – Ral Partha, 

and later IronWind, produce miniatures for nearly every ‘unit in the game, and push many of 

their latest releases to games shops. However, those latest releases are often for the most 

obscure designs. Unable to sell the miniatures back to their distributor, the few popular 

designs would sell out while obscure designs like clan 2nd liners and Solaris 7 machines 

would rot on the shelves for years at a time. That’s not to say you’re SOL for finding 

BattleTech minis, especially since the new plastic sets seem to be more readily accepted 

and are selling better than single pewters (primarily because of the contents therein). We 

may be seeing a return to BattleTech being easily accessible again. Still, for any new player, 

they may not know what their options are regarding miniatures. 

 

Official Routes: 

Boxed Sets. 

A Game of Armored Combat, optionally with the Beginners box, should be the first step for 

any new or returning player. Besides some basic rulebooks, maps, and other supplies 

needed to play, they also contain a spread of commonly available mechs in the Inner Sphere. 

Catalyst has had difficulty keeping similar boxed sets stocked in the past, but have been 

making an effort to prevent them from being sold out for long periods of time like in the past. 

On occasion these sell out, but the days of them being sold out for years at a time and 

starterboxes being scalped for four times their market price appear at this time to be behind 

us, Amazon pricebots and container ships blocking the Suez canal not withstanding. 

 

Ironwind Metals (IWM): 

https://www.ironwindmetals.com/ 

Dealing almost exclusively in pewters, almost anything that exists in BattleTech has been 

sculpted by Ironwind – from mechs, jumpships, to infantry. Due to Fasa’s selling BattleTech’s 

IP rights piecemeal to various companies as they closed up shop, Ironwind holds exclusive 

rights to manufacture BattleTech miniatures, and it doesn’t look like that will be changing any 

time soon. While their sculpting quality is improving, and they are working to take the designs 

used in the plastic mech packs and make pewter casts for them, the modus operandi up until 

recently has been to make one sculpt of a mech, but never revisit it unless the community 

https://www.ironwindmetals.com/
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puts up money to pay for a resculpt, so while some sculpts are modern (especially for modern 

designs), many of the sculpts from as far back as the 80s are still in use because of lack of 

community interest, and hand-sculpted miniatures were still the norm well into the 2000s. If 

you want to see how a sculpt looks before you buy it, besides the thumbnails provided by 

Ironwind, you can also plug the SKU into Camospecs.com and find examples of the miniature 

assembled and painted there. When shopping on ironwind, note that it’s better to do bulk 

purchases than multiple small purchases. Check their shipping info section and you’ll find 

that they offer free shipping for orders of certain sizes (before tax/shipping), so pooling 

together with your friends to make a purchase (or planning out a large army) is more 

economical. 

 

Ral Partha Europe (RPE): 

Supposedly the option for  buyers in Europe and the UK especially, many people have 

voiced their frustrations with this company as they haven’t updated their products in a very 

long time – maybe since the closure of Fasa.  

Non-miniature official option: 

Catalyst has released a number of cardboard standies in the most recent boxed sets of 

BattleTech, which can be used in lieu of actual miniatures, for those that prefer that route or 

just need extra mechs on the fly. Recently, Catalyst has produced a “Reinforcements” set, 

which includes a mapsheet and many die-cut cardboard mech standies in the same vein as 

those found in the boxed sets. 

Other online retailers: 

A one-stop shopping solution for books, miniatures in both plastic and metal, as well as extra 

gaming accessories. A few western shops have done a good job catering to BattleTech 

Players. Aries Games and Miniatures has made a strong effort to make a name for 

themselves in the BattleTech Community, as has Fortress Miniatures and Games – who also 

seem to specialize in 2nd hand minis and bits sales for BattleTech. Both distributors also 

seem to be into the business of buying the lance packs and parting them for individual sale. 

For old-world buyers, Fantasywelt seems to be the superior choice over buying from Ral 

Partha Europe, with a much better and more modern selection. On occasion, you can find 

the lance packs from Catalyst and individual mechs on Amazon, but be aware that prices 

can fluctuate wildly due to pricebots. Sometimes you can get a fantastic price on boxed sets 

mechs well below MSRB, but other times the pricebots will jack prices up to tens of times the 

prices they should be listed at. 

https://ariesgamesandminis.com/
https://www.fortressminiaturesandgames.com/
https://www.fantasywelt.de/
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Local Game Stores (LGS): 

Whether or not you consider your local game store friendly or not, I would always recommend 

buying through them first. Whether they have product on the shelves or you have to order 

through them, the LGS is the best bet for finding like-minded players locally, so supporting 

their business with your patronage helps to keep neutral playing areas open for wargamers. 

As the community grows there, so should sales, and the store should start keeping 

BattleTech better stocked, in turn further growing the community, creating a positive 

feedback loop. 

 

Unofficial Solutions: 

Note that while the community at large will use unofficial miniatures to varying degrees, in 

the event that you plan to become a demonstration team member one day, one of the 

regulations are that you use only official BattleTech miniatures in your games. If you have 

nothing but 3D prints, knockoffs, and 3rd party miniatures, you will not be able to use these 

for official events. I’m not sure what the stance is on repurposed clix figures. 

 

Second hand: 

From game convention marketplaces, Facebook groups, to eBay, on occasion, people will 

sell part or all of their collections. On the positive side, this can potentially be an excellent 

starting point for a player looking to get “all in” on a game, complete with OOP sourcebooks, 

mapsheets, and a wealth of miniatures. The downside is that besides the adage of ‘buyer 

beware’, in most cases, people who are selling their collections have left them to rot for years, 

maybe decades, at a time. This could mean getting a lot of very dated and poorly painted 

minis, obsolete rulebooks not used by the community, etc. Not everything you find will 

actually be useful. Also, these eBay lots of 2nd hand BattleTech goods are usually very cheap 

overall, but sold in such large lots that it can still be prohibitively expensive if you don’t have 

a few hundred dollars burning a hole in your pocket. 

 

BE WARNED: eBay especially has been rife with recasters pushing their product as the real 

deal and charging full price. They will often be sold without the blister pack and with a coat 

of white primer over it.  
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Repurposed Clix figures (Clickytech): 

In 2002, Wizkids bought the rights to the BattleTech IP and made Mechwarrior Dark Age, a 

clix game in the same vein as Mage Knight and Heroclix. It had a brief spike in popularity 

with people that didn’t play BattleTech, but was largely rejected by the community at large 

due to being sold as blind booster packs, and made at a larger scale so existing players 

would have to restart their collections from scratch. As can be expected, clix didn’t last the 

decade, and can often be found in 2nd hand lots on eBay. Some players have been buying 

these minis and using them instead of official minis by Ironwind. These N-Scale clix mech 

minis are however too large to use on official BattleTech hex maps and are nearly twice the 

size as regular ironwind counterparts, meaning N-Scalers cannot effectively use their minis 

against players with official minis and vice versa. However, the clix vehicles and infantry 

tokens have frequently been used instead of getting official equivalents, as they’re often small 

enough to still be able to use on hexmaps, even if the scale is off. 

 

Proxies: 

From Japanese gachapon toys, repurposed CAV mechs, Kidzlogic Robotech, bitzbox 

kitbashes, and historical microarmor, some players will use proxies to represent existing or 

custom designs in BattleTech. The most common of which are probably vehicles and terrain 

at microarmor scale from GHQ. There are also a number of other sellers of historical, modern, 

and sci-fi miniatures at this scale.  

Following the failure of their kickstarter game Robotech tactics and their failed lawsuit against 

the BattleTech license holders, Harmony Gold began producing miniatures of the various 

RoboTech Battroids and Destroids with impressive quality and at a scale almost perfect for 

use in BattleTech. Depending on how you feel about supporting Harmony Gold – who’ve 

spent the last 30-odd years being a thorn in the BattleTech franchises’ side and as a direct 

result of which created the whole unseen debacle, these can be used for the unseen originally 

from Macross, like the Marauder, Archer, Rifleman, and Stinger. Reaper miniatures created 

their own robot miniatures game called CAV whose aesthetics closely resemble those from 

the Mechwarrior games, but it never really seemed to get off the ground. Lastly, especially 

with the spike in CAD and 3D printing technology, there have been a lot of companies either 

making their own Not-BattleTech games, or in the case of some, making knockoff versions 

of canon BattleTech mechs, renaming them to something similar, and selling those. 

 

  

https://www.ghqmodels.com/
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3D Prints: 

I haven’t made any efforts to get into these myself, and the whole industry seems to be pretty 

fluid and changing, so I wouldn’t be surprised if my information is already out of date.  

 

Not long after MechWarrior Online came out, consumer 3D printers started becoming 

accessible, and a handful of hobbyists started going through the game files to print their own 

copies of the mechs. For legal reasons relating to FASA’s piecemeal sale of the BattleTech 

license, neither Catalyst, Ironwind, nor PGI could or can produce these miniatures as official 

minis, so PGI took up the stance that people with 3D printers “Are allowed to print the MWO 

miniatures, but not allowed to sell them or the files for a profit”.  

 

As 3D printers improved and became even cheaper, the community frequently ignored PGI’s 

request, going to sites like EBay and Etsy to sell 3D printed MWO mechs to make a profit, or 

even selling STI files of stripped and compiled MWO mech models on sites like Thingverse. 

Prior to the latest run of plastic mechs, Catalyst maintained a neutral stance on the trade and 

sales of these 3D prints, but when Catalyst started releasing miniatures with updated art 

whose success or failure directly affected their bottom line, they didn’t much like it when the 

3D printers said they’d rather keep 3d printing for free than support the game. The result was 

Catalyst carpetbombing Thingverse with IP Infringement C&Ds, even taking some fan 

created content with ‘BattleTech’ tags out along the way, but that doesn’t seem to have 

slowed the 3D printed bootleg minis industry.  

 

Whichever stance you take on 3D printed miniatures, note that unless you yourself can use 

CAD to sculpt your own mechs and print them in turn, you are limited to the mechs that the 

community has decided to make, so while the ‘mechs that MWO modeled are likely easy to 

find, anything beyond that is going to be dependent on another player putting enough priority 

on a ‘mech to deem it worth modeling, so not unlike N-scalers using repurposed clix figurines, 

if nobody has made a ‘mech and you can’t make it yourself, you’re shit out of luck and will 

need to look for alternative solutions. 
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Where to get record 

sheets 

tl;dr: Paid via Record Sheet compilations, Free via 

programs. 

In the earliest days, your grandpa that walked uphill both ways through the snow bare-foot 

to get to school also used to photocopy blank record sheets or use plain sheets of paper, 

and copy information from TRO 3025 in pencil for every mech he used. Luckily, we don’t live 

in those dark ages anymore, so other than for those times where you’re miles from civilization 

and technology, you probably won’t need to slog through manually filling out record sheets 

for anything but the most obscure unit types – and those are usually not used for the wargame 

proper. Note that those blank record sheets previously mentioned can be found with the 

record sheets in the boxed set, but also in TechManual, and off the BattleTech Web Page’s 

downloads section, too. 

 

As mentioned in the product primer section, Catalyst does make and sell PDF collections of 

record sheets. These are reliable in terms of accuracy, but for those only looking for a single 

unit record sheet, unfortunately there are no options to buy the record sheet for a single unit 

at a time. PDF Record Sheet collections always correspond to a recently released Technical 

Readouts book it shares its’ name with. Unabridged versions (With white covers and a simple 

mech illustration) are a little expensive but are very comprehensive. The most modern record 

sheets don’t use dates but era names and share cover art with the respective TROs. Note 

though that there have been new and returning players that bitch and complain that mech X 

wasn’t in record sheet collection Y that they bought. Remember that the record sheet 

collections are supposed to correspond to a Technical Readout book printed by Catalyst, not 

by FASA 30 years ago. A good way to check to make sure you don’t screw yourself over 

buying “the wrong pack” is to look up the unit you want to use on the Master Unit List website. 

Most units in the game will be hyperlinked to the product that its record sheet can be found 

in. 
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However, what most people have been using for their record sheet needs for years have 

been mech-making programs. Currently, the two biggest players are MegamekLab, a 

program that works with Megamek, as well as Solaris Skunkwerks, which is a (currently) free 

to use mech sheet making program that includes a downloadable database of (most) every 

mech in existence. Both programs allow you to print record sheets for almost every unit in 

the game. A legacy program, Heavy Metal Pro, was a whole suite of programs that predate 

the current BattleTech rules set, and used to be the gold standard for printing BattleTech 

sheets, though far from free. However, because the programmer dragged his feet getting the 

software updated for use with Total Warfare when the new ruleset was released, it fell out of 

relevance with the community. A few holdouts continue to use it, but if you don’t have it 

already it’s not worth investing the money into. 

 

For mobile device users, Mech Factory is a handy tool for printing record sheets. It also has 

a number of features like a rules database, lists faction availability by era, can be used as 

virtual record sheets, and has a battle simulator to have two individual units fight each other 

in a simulated battle (note this is not real-time). However, Mech Factory is currently only for 

android devices. Catalyst announced an upcoming program for iOS devices during the Clan 

Invasion kickstarter, but it remains to be seen how useful it will be. 
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“…I’m cheap as fuck, 

though.” 

tl;dr: Download and print stuff. 

Understandably, some people that want to get into playing BattleTech have their reservations. 

Sometimes they are under tough financial times – between jobs or under-employed; 

sometimes they are just starting out with the game and need cheap filler materials until they 

can get their hands on the real deal; Sometimes they want to be sure they actually like the 

game before they start to really invest in it; some don’t think it’s worth spending money until 

they know they can find people to play with; and there are even some players that are just 

plain old cheap sons of bitches. Like many wargames, there are always ways to get around 

costs of entry. Of course, that comes with sacrifices all its own. From shitty-looking home-

printed maps, to paper standies and proxies in lieu of miniatures, and using pirated PDFs 

instead of rulebooks, there are plenty of ways to get started for pennies on the dollar, if not 

free. 

 

Official primers 

First of all, for absolute beginners, Catalyst has actually put of a bunch of universe primers 

and quickstart rules for BattleTech and the various branch games like a Time of War and 

Alpha Strike on their website. Look for a “New player click here” button on their main page, 

but note that it looks vaguely like a banner advertisement, so at least in my case, my mind 

had me trained to ignore it even when looking directly at it. The quickstart rules are effectively 

exactly what you’d be getting in the Beginners box, less the miniatures. I actually started on 

a similar PDF by Fanpro back in the day, on a copy of the hexmap printed black and white 

on letter-sized paper with the included tiny cut-out standies. My highschool friend and I got 

absorbed by this simple version of the game enough during our lunch breaks to start me on 

the rest of the game.  
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Digital Tools 

When you start trying to get into the game proper, take a look at the ‘digital tools’ section of 

this guidebook. The majority of the software and websites you find there will be free to use 

and can make getting into BattleTech much more affordable than otherwise. Most players 

rely on these programs before purchasing any print or PDF products that do the same thing 

in an analog way. The PDFs are more trustworthy as a source, of course, but free is free. 

Sail the seven seas 

Following that, read the OP pasta on /btg/. No matter what year you’re reading this, chances 

are, we’ve got a big fat stash of PDF files that you can grab at any given time. That includes 

the main rulebooks, TROs both new and OOP, Record Sheets, so on and forth. I want to 

promote the idea that players support the game by properly buying BattleTech products, 

especially stuff they use frequently, but as someone that downloaded a gigatorrent of 

BattleTech PDFs almost as soon as I got into the game, I’d be a hypocrite to say you shouldn’t 

pirate. At the very least though, I’d suggest treating your money like votes. Products that sell 

well get made more frequently. If you want to see more of something, vote for it. If It’s shit, 

don’t. Most people prefer the feel of a dead tree book as they’re tactile and easy on the eyes, 

but if you’ve already got a tablet computer, loading it up with a rulebook or three isn’t the 

worst idea. 

 

Whatever maps work 

BattleTech is usually played on a hex map, but although there are official maps made for it, 

there is absolutely no requirement to use official maps for pickup games as long as both 

players agree. Printing out any old hex grid and drawing some terrain onto it is sufficient as 

long as your miniatures fit. Same goes for erasable battle mats. So long as you can clearly 

determine what the terrain feature is, elevation, etc, it’s playable. Also note that Catalyst did 

make printable map collections in PDF, so even though many of the old mapsheets are OOP, 

if you have one of those PDFs and a printer, you can go ham. Lastly, doing away with 

hexmaps altogether and using terrain, be it proper miniatures terrain, felt, or literal trash, is 

also an option. Read the “Do I need to play on hexes” section for more info. 
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Substitutes for minis 

Assuming you’re already into 3D printing, chances are the whole reason you’re getting into 

BattleTech is because you’ve already printed yourself an army that’d make Aleksandr 

Kerensky sweat. I can’t offer guidance on 3D printing mechs, but there are people who print 

in /btg/, and there is a Facebook group that does so as well. For those of you who can’t or 

don’t 3D print, there are options as well. First, so long as you’re using a hex grid to play, 

things like scale, height, etc. don’t matter in terms of game mechanics. You could use 

anything from a bottle cap with an arrow pointed on it, Lego men, hot wheels cars or scraps 

of paper to represent units on the board. In my case, I went to Pryde Rock Industries and 

printed off some of their line-art paper standies PDFs, which use artwork directly from the old 

TROs. For these, I would print them, cut them out, fold them up, but then use a penny (etc.) 

and some clear tape to hold it all together. It would be possible to take the cardboard ‘mechs 

from the beginners box, make photocopies, and play with those, but getting both sides of the 

image to align might be more trouble than it’s worth. I also remember there being some 

papercraft mechs that were made from Mechwarrior 4 designs. By game alone you know 

that these are probably pretty dated but knowing that they’re out there, a little google 

dumpster diving will probably turn something up. 

 

In closing 

When doing these things just remember: you get what you pay for. If you’re being cheap, 

your games are going to look cheap, and while it might be enough to play against like-minded 

friends at home, bringing your Hewlett Packard inkjet army of standies on a bare LGS table 

with empty popcans as buildings and a stack of borrowed books as hills is not likely to net a 

lot of excited new players. If it looks like you’ve invested in your game, it shows interest and 

dedication. From the other players’ perspective, it’s a game so worth playing that this guy 

has all these maps, books, and miniatures. It can and does affect their opinion on what it is 

you’re playing. 
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Pick Up Games: What to 

ask? 

There are a lot of people that are nervous regarding the first games that they play. Since 

Catalyst, Fanpro and FASA before them never put their collective feet down to make it clear 

how their game is meant to be played (The mantra seems to be “Whatever works for your 

group”). In an attempt to keep everyone happy, they instead ended up leaving players that 

don’t already have experience in playing the game without solid guidance, therefore feeling 

lost and frustrated. 

 

The following are examples of what to expect in a pickup game, as well as things that should 

be asked and settled prior to a match. 

 

1) What kind of match? 

Most one-on-one matches are going to be simple pickup games, usually four mechs on four 

mechs. If you check the ‘making scenarios’ section of Total Warfare, you could call this the 

‘Standup Fight’ Scenario. If this point is not discussed in advance, assume the default match 

type. If you want to try something more objective or scenario focused, it should be brought 

up early. 

2) How big of a match? 

Usually, matches will use roughly 4-6 units per side, but this can change. Likewise, the default 

BV rating for each side is usually between 4-6K for a 4-mech force. Setting a maximum 

number of miniatures and maximum BV before you are planned to meet will let you hammer 

a force out and save you a LOT of time, letting you spend more of it playing than prepping. 
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3) Era? 

Though on rare occasions some players can get nitpicky about eras, it usually has less to do 

with year, and more to do with rules level / technology limits. This generally boils down to 

“3025” (“Introductory” Tech level from the AGOAC box), “3050/Clan invasion (“Standard” 

rules level, but limited to star league vintage equipment and first-wave clantech, on par with 

the clan boxed set), “3067/Jihad” (anything “Standard” rules level, for the most part, though 

some people might be nitpicky regarding 3067 to read it as anything in the BMR – the 

rulebook before Total Warfare was released), and finally, “The latest era” (Pretty much can 

be read as “anything from an official book”. Advanced and Experimental rules could come 

into play, depending on what gets picked). Newer players and long-retired players (oldbeards 

who shelved their stuff in the early 90s) tend to prefer the more limited eras, but for 

intermediate players that are comfortable graduating past the boxed sets, “anything canon” 

tends to be the rule of thumb, as while it’s more complicated, is also the most accommodating 

for any kind of army – and nobody is denied being able to use any canon designs. For every 

overused Catapult mini in an experienced players’ collection, there is a Shockwave or Grigori 

collecting dust waiting for a chance to get played. Note that in most cases, the higher the 

rules level, the more BV is needed to accommodate the average force. 

 

4) Mechs Only or Combined Arms? 

Some players prefer to use only mechs, and that’s ok. Some players however might want to 

expand their options by using combined arms for their matches. Generally speaking, 

combined arms will mean tanks, conventional infantry, and Battle Armor. Clanners will also 

have access to Protomechs. Note that certain kinds of infantry, like those from TRO 3085, 

Beast Mounted infantry, and Field Gunners, are considered Advanced Rules and should be 

treated accordingly. Default conventional infantry can be played using record sheets from 

Tech Manual. Less common unit types of units are VTOLs and WiGE craft, but their speed 

is limited enough to still be viable in ground-based games and are treated as ground units. 

Generally speaking, aerofighters and dropships of all sorts are not used unless expressly 

asked for, since their speed is so high that they usually require either a very large map (3x3 

mapsheets or bigger) or a side-board to play. Beyond that, there are other advanced unit 

types in rulebooks you might run into like mobile fortresses, superheavy tripod mechs, and 

land-air-mechs, but by and large they don’t get used in pickup games. 
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5) Play area? 

The default for play has (in my experience) been the official hex maps for BattleTech. The 

rule of thumb for comfortable play area tends to be one map sheet (15X17 hexes) for every 

four units (total) on the battlefield. This convention can be broken but a smaller map will feel 

crowded, while a larger map will likely feel like there is a lot of wasted space. If using 

miniatures rules (AKA hexless, “tabletop” – as though you don’t put mapsheets on a table), 

ballparking this size convention based on the distance-per-hex conversions will likely give 

the table size you need (or vice versa, give you an idea of the maximum number of units you 

can comfortably play with on a given table). However, since miniatures rules are not the 

default for BattleTech, if you would like to forgo hexes, you should negotiate it with the 

opponent first. Further, be sure to have some version of the miniatures rules in print for your 

game; since BattleTech is made to be played on hexes first, there’s lots of room for 

misinterpretation if there’s no guide to follow. 

Also consider deployment areas and methods. The first initiative roll could be considered 

“Turn zero” and is spent placing units, back and forth, based on initiative. Depending on the 

group or scenario, there could be any one of a number of deployment methods. Some players 

prefer to deploy on opposite map edges, others prefer within the first X hexes of the map 

edges (or from the center, in some games), and some prefer to consider “just beyond the 

edge” as the deployment zone, skipping the deployment phase and instead moving onto the 

board from their edge with the first hex being moved into costing the regular amount of MP, 

but allowing the mech to proceed into the map with the remainder of its movement points. 

6) Initiative 

Usually, players use team initiative as the default for play, in which the order of movement 

and firing for mechs is at the discretion of the player. This is already detailed as the default 

in the rulebooks. However there are other alternative methods to determine initiative that 

some players might use. The first of which works best for small-scale games and RPGs, but 

instead of rolling for teams, each individual unit on the board makes its own initiative roll. For 

games set up as free-for-all like Grinder scenarios often used at conventions, some games 

will go in order around the table. Usually, this is done by every player rolling initiative, with 

the winner rolling 1D6 on the kick table to determine of initiative goes clockwise or counter 

clockwise. Once movement is done, the reverse order is determined for taking shots (As 

players who shoot at a target first may ‘get the kill’ before others). A final popular method for 

determining initiative does away with dice altogether and instead uses cards in a deck to 
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determine initiative, with each card representing either a unit on the board, or in the case 

where each player controls only one unit, a player name can be used instead. If you have an 

alternative method for determining initiative, be it flipping a coin, rock paper scissors, or 

whatever else you cook up, it usually boils down to whether it’s turn or unit based initiative. 

In the absence of any suggestion though, assume team-based 2D6 roll-offs. 

7 a) Quirks and alternate rules? 

Quirks were mostly alluded to in the past or left as optional game rules in obscure 

rulebooks, but as of Technical Readout: Prototypes, Catalyst started to push the inclusion 

of Quirks into their various rulebooks. However, they were initially designed for use in 

campaign games, and therefore are poorly integrated with the Battle Value system. In 

particular, a sizable number of these quirks are only functional in a highly detailed 

campaign, but have no effect on a pickup game. For that reason, whether or not you plan 

on including them in your games should be discussed in advance. Also note that any other 

such alternate rules like those seen in Battlemech Manual, Tactical Operations, etc should 

be agreed upon in advance and not assumed to be the default. Be warned that there are 

some players that use alternate rules like quirks, TACs, elevation changes during reverse 

movement, Rapid Fire machine guns, so on and forth for so long that they forget that they 

are not in fact the default rules. Keeping track of any alternate rules in play before the 

match starts is wise, to avoid arguments. Also take note that any house rules or limitations 

to force building (for instance, limiting the number of head-capping weapons in a force to 

prevent gauss-spamming, or limiting number of artillery pieces), would also be included in 

this step. 

7 b) Ignoring BV modifiers? 

A habit I’ve started to notice player groups doing lately is ignoring that the default warrior 

skill levels are Gunnery 4, Piloting 5, and instead jacking up all units to have skills more in 

line with veteran or elite warriors. In itself, that isn’t wrong. However, they will frequently 

give all their units these improved skills without adjusting the Battle Value of the units 

accordingly – never mentioning anything to their opponents. So long as all players agree to 

use the exact same skill level for every unit in the game, this is a non-issue (though it does 

skew battlefield effectiveness to devalue fast-moving units), but as soon as you want to 

change one warriors’ skill level, you need to double-calculate to figure out the value. There 

are ways to deal with this, but be aware that this is a rising trend that if you’re not careful, 

your opponent will come to the field with an additional +30% odd Battle Value worth of units 

free of charge. 
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8) Custom Units? 

This is probably the most contentious point in BattleTech. The default in every pickup game 

will be to use canon designs only, but in spite of this, you should definitely state your 

intentions regarding usage of custom units in the game. Some players are reasonable 

when they use the customization mechanics, opting more for flavor reasons, or to bring a 

kitbashed / proxy mini into the game. Any player using customs should allow the opfor to 

examine the custom sheet, but never come to the table without a plan “B” canon design. 

However, there are also players who will abuse the customization system to powergame 

the mechanics – and that’s largely the reason why use of customization in pickup games 

has fallen out of favor. Battle Value only measures so much, so a player using canon 

designs will quickly find themselves at a disadvantage against power gamers with custom 

units. Note that “Tweaking” a canon design, or making “Custom repods” for Omnimechs still 

count as customization in pickup game terms. Canonical configurations of mechs, on the 

other hand, are not custom mechs. A telltale sign of a power gamer in BattleTech is if they 

start complaining that the canon mechs “Are shit”. An average player will have a few 

designs that they don’t like, of course, but if your opponent rags on about how garbage 

every second mech in the game is, chances are they’re a power gamer. Allow custom 

designs at your own risk, because you could spark an (optimization) arms race that 

prevents you from using canon units ever again. 

9) Issues of scale (?): 

This hasn’t come up in any of my games so far.  I mainly stick to official miniatures and 

official hex maps for uniformity, as do players I’ve played with, so although there has been 

scale creep over the years, most official miniatures can fit (albeit some more snugly than 

others) on the official hex maps and therefore won’t cause any problems. However, there 

have been a minority of players that use old repurposed clix figures in lieu of official options 

by Ironwind or Catalyst. Official BattleTech minis considered by many as Z-scale, and sit 

mostly between Microarmor scale 1:300 and new AGOAC scale (1:265), However, the old 

clix figures are N-Scale (~1:150). While hex based play does not require anything more than 

a piece of paper with an arrow on it to represent a mech, N-scale minis are so large that they 

spill over the edges of hexes and into the adjacent ones, making them difficult to use on 

anything but alternate terrain like Heroscape. Further, if Miniatures rules are being used, 

official miniatures will be significantly smaller than N-scale ones, which could cause other 

conflicts. While this minority of players has been significantly small, the uptick in the 3D 

printing community could mean more insular players are making their armies out-of-scale. 
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“How do I build an army?” 

 Start small, grow from there.  

 You’ll adjust your warriors’ skills and how 

many minis you field to match your opponent. 

 Use canon designs. 

 My-dudes forces are fine. My-dudes factions 

generally aren’t. 

 

For new players, they approach this nervously since BattleTech’s devs give little hard advice 

on how to do this. Assuming that your goal is to play pickup games and to have a force for 

personal use, you should start small. For inner sphere forces, a “lance” of four mechs is 

standard. For clanners, a Five-mech “star” is the foundation of their formations, and for 

Comstar and Word of Blake, a six-mech “level II” is their base formation. Note that for 

gameplay purposes, you aren’t obligated to use these formation sizes. There is no 

punishment if you play with three clanners, or five inner sphere mechs. They’re just lore 

friendly force sizes. Do note though that extreme differences between each teams’ unit 

numbers (>3:1) can make gameplay awkward for initiative purposes, so it’s better to try to 

have similar numbers on each side. 

 

Whether you want to go for something canonical or not, one thing you should keep in mind 

is the Battle Value (Henceforth “BV”) of your force. Every unit in the game has a BV listed on 

the record sheet, which gives a good idea how useful it is on the table (Note, sometimes 

record sheets do not state BV, namely starter products). While the system has its flaws, it’s 

proven mostly reliable and more trustworthy than its alternatives (Balancing by tonnage, C-

Bills, grabbing whatever looks cool). An Introductory Tech force (The equipment available in 

A Game of Armored Combat) will usually come out to 4500 BV for four mechs. A common 

BV for an inner sphere lance using tournament level technology and above (from Total 
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Warfare etc.) is about 6000. Remember that by changing the gunnery/piloting skills of the 

warriors in your units, you can adjust BV to fine-tune forces. You might also opt to add or 

remove units to better meet your target BV. Force BV calculations can be found in 

TechManual, but have been erratad’ so many times that the full BV multiplier table can be 

found for free in the Errata section of BattleTech’s official website. 

 

For Clanners, the higher cost of their mechs and larger formations will inevitably mean a clan 

star is much more expensive to field than an inner sphere counterpart. It’s not impossible for 

a single clan mech to be as expensive as a whole lance of inner sphere machines. Also bear 

in mind that although a clan warrior has a gunnery skill of 3 and a piloting skill of 4 by default, 

this is not reflected in the BV rating of clan machines. You must increase the price of any 

mech accordingly – it is not a free bonus. 

 

The majority of games that you play, each side will have forces that can be counted on one 

hand, so besides wanting to take a cool group picture, there’s no need to buy 30-some mechs 

for a starting force. No matter what army you choose to make, you should start small, and 

then grow out. You will likely find that any additional units you add to your force won’t end up 

being used in rigid formations, but instead to be swapped out as needed. 

Because of the recent mech packs as well as a number of sourcebooks in the past, there’s 

a misconception that when making your first mech force, it has to be designed to fill a specific 

role. Making “Fire lances” and “Command Lances” will be more headcanon than anything 

else. In my experience, when making a small lance-sized force, it’s better to have it designed 

to work independently rather than to fit a specific role, as those role-specific lances are meant 

to be working as a part of a larger team, not off on their own. Before making your army, I’d 

suggest you try using the units in question for a game or two before making any purchases 

or slapping on paint. Megamek is great for this. You might find that the mech that looks great 

on paper doesn’t fit your play style, or that it just doesn’t work with the rest of your lance. 

 

If ever you’re lost for what your BV Target should be, find a unit that you would consider as 

“Average” as possible, multiply its BV by the number of units one player should field, and 

round the result to a straightforward number. 
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Again, you won’t really know what size of force your opponent will want to field until you meet 

them. 6000 BV is a common number for pickup games, but you might have an opponent with 

a high-tech 8000 BV Assault lance, or a low tech 4000 BV lance. Hell, the opponent might 

even have a 15000 BV clan star. In any case, it’s between you and your opponent to 

negotiate a BV target number, and then using the Gunnery/Piloting modifiers from 

Techmanual (‘s errata sheet), by dropping units, or adding units, try to get as close as 

possible to the target BV score. It’s usually better to suggest it as a hard maximum, because 

frankly, there are players that love giving themselves the bigger half of the cookie. Again, 

having extra stuff in your force usually just means more options to swap out, allowing you to 

better reach your BV goals and adjust for the mission/map situation. 

 

On that note, one thing I’ve found useful is creating ‘pre-built’ forces by setting a target BVs, 

and then building forces made from the minis that you own to meet those numbers. This sort 

of theory crafting has been helpful for me because in the event that the target BV isn’t known 

in advance, having various pre-planned lances for different BV levels, situations, and 

environments written out and printed with my record sheets has made setting up for a game 

way faster than when I started from scratch. Besides any number crunching, consideration 

of the various factors in the game can make an unprepared player slow to get ready. If you’ve 

already made prefab force lists it will make setup that much easier for you. 

 

One thing that new players need to bear in mind though, is that even if the customization 

rules are followed correctly, custom mechs are a yellow flag. While canon designs come in 

varying levels of effectiveness, they are often given some weaknesses. Players who make 

custom mechs however, frequently go full power-gamer and create designs that punch 

significantly above the weight of their listed BV effectiveness, stacking the deck in their favor 

and putting anyone that would field canon designs at a disadvantage. For this reason, many 

players will be skeptical of custom designs on a first meeting. No player is obligated to face 

any opponent, so it’s important to have a mutual agreement before the game begins.  When 

making an army, you should always make it with using canon designs in mind. You can 

always negotiate with the other player regarding using custom designs, but always have a 

foundation of ‘normal’ designs to use in case they refuse. Customization is frequently seen 

in campaign games, but for pickup games it’s much more of a rarity. Note that in spite of 

omnimechs being able to swap their equipment via omnipod in the lore, using custom repods 

on omnimechs is still considered customization for pickup game purposes. “canon units only” 

means using canonical configurations of the omnimechs.  
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Lastly, for those looking to ignore the established canon units and try for a my-dudes 

approach, this is perfectly acceptable, but bear in mind that most of the players appreciate 

head-canon that doesn’t override the established one. A more common question, especially 

with the release of the clan box, is “Can I make my own clan”, and that’s generally going to 

rub people the wrong way. It’s like suggesting you make up your own country for a historical 

wargame. Instead try building inside of the lore, and think smaller. Fully free units tend to be 

mercenaries, pirates, and in the clan homeworlds’ case the Dark Caste (aka clan pirates and 

deserters). While there are examples of big formations, the vast majority are small lance and 

company sized formations that have short life expectancies and easily slip through the cracks. 

Another option, you might have a privately funded army working for some local noble, or a 

planetary militia. You might also simply make a force that is a freely floating force for an 

established faction, but would be too small to show up in the field manuals (like the 1st 

Somerset Strikers from the BattleTech cartoon), or a detached company from a larger unit 

(like Sorenson’s Sabres or the Foxes’ Teeth). There are many ways to get your ‘my-dudes’ 

painted up if you can’t find a color scheme you like. Neither canon nor availability actually 

matter on the tabletop in terms of the rules, but if what you’re specifically looking for is a way 

to make your opponent give your Clan Lolita Pony trinary led by a unicorn furry their seal of 

approval, you’d be yiffing up the wrong tree. 
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Game Tactics and Force 

Building Theory 

Someone could write a book on this on its own. As previously mentioned in “How do I build 

an army”, new players are often intimidated by the scope of BattleTech and the mechs and 

conventional units that they can take. Often, they want a list of good mechs to take – or more 

specifically, they want to feel confident that their choice of mechs is strong so that they can 

face experienced players and not be disadvantaged by having made a poor decision. 

However, between personal preference, playstyle so on and forth, I’d argue that what 

qualifies as a good or bad design is debatable. Plus, the last thing I want to do is encourage 

a sort of WAAC list-building mentality for the game, creating stale, samey armies with no 

room for variation. Instead, I’ll touch on some of the considerations you might make for 

building a force in the crunchiest of senses. Remember that none of this is rule of law. If you 

don’t like thing, don’t use thing. Everyone has their own preferences and playstyles, and what 

works for one player might not work for the next guy. If not, we’d all be playing with 

spacemarines. A big part of choosing what to play stems from understanding how to play, so 

this section will also consider the basic tactics and considerations a player will make in a 

game, which in turn will let them better consider which tools they want for the job. As usual, 

each section will be prefaced with the tl;dr. 

Mech Attributes: 

tl;dr – you get what you pay for. Scoot or shoot?  

Firstly, every mech can be imagined like trade-offs. A heavier mech has more room for guns 

and armor, but engines and jump jets are heavier as a result. A light mech can get more out 

of their engines, but also won’t have much room for weapons or armor. A mech with only 

energy weapons doesn’t risk ammo explosions, but after the first PPC or the first few medium 

lasers a mech will need to dedicate more tonnage and criticals for heat sinks to fire without 

riding a heat curve every turn. A slow light mech might be more vulnerable to taking damage 

than a medium or heavy with lots of armor, but will also cost less to field, allowing you to save 

those points/c-bills to beef up your force in other ways. If you just take five Madcat Mk IIs, for 

example, you will be very hard to kill, but being so BV expensive you will likely be 

outnumbered and outgunned by a large margin. Consider the role that you’re trying to fill, 

and how many points you want to dedicate to it. That’s the sort of reason why you might 
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consider taking a Whitworth over a Catapult, for instance. 

Mech roles 

tl;dr – There’s more to a mech than weight class  

Though there are a lot of players that consider weight classes as a major factor in mech 

selection, a Dragon or Quickdraw has a lot more in common with a Wolverine than a 

Marauder, for instance. That’s one of the beauties of BV, is that it shows overall effectiveness 

better than tonnage would suggest. The weight classes are more like a spectrum. A 

Quickdraw performs more like a medium and would fit well in similar mobile roles, while a 

Hunchback isn’t unlike a discount assault mech. Weight classes are guidelines, but don’t lock 

a mech into its defined roles. Likewise, alpha strike has been pushing mech roles on each 

card. These give approximations of a mechs purpose, but are not hard rules on how they are 

meant to be used. For instance, the Archer at first glance looks like it should be used for fire 

support, but it also has a lot of armor for its weight. Rather than standing off at maximum 

range, it should instead be in the thick of the fight, using its range to skirt opponents and get 

easy to-hit numbers. More than anything, consider a ‘mechs cost, mobility, weapons, and 

armor rather than roles or weight classes. The only exception to this (That I can think of at 

this time) is considerations for physical combat. Melee does happen in the game but is 

usually an afterthought for force creation until intermediate/advanced rules start being 

applied. 

 

Mech Armaments 

tl;dr – Armor breakers, Crit seekers, Shoot big guns first.  

When dealing damage, the image of the ‘default’ weapon is the medium laser, dealing 5 

points of damage. You see this frequently with weapons like LRMs - breaking missiles into 

packs of five, the AC5 - which was the original autocannon, when taking damage from falls, 

from artillery, from charge attacks, so on and forth. The more damage a weapon does in a 

single ‘hit’ above 5 damage, the more it is considered an armor-breaker. Vice versa, 

the smaller the damage a single hit, the more the weapon is considered a crit-seeker  

(especially since weapons like SRMs and LB-X Cluster rounds fire so many shots at once). 

The reasoning for this is that rather than sheer damage, every time the internal structure is 

hit, there is a chance that the internal components get hit. However, so long as there is armor 

on the location, outside of special instances, damage will only reduce armor protection.  

With this in mind, you should have a blend of crit-seeking weapons, as well as armor breaking 
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weapons. How you like these weapons distributed in your force is up to you. Some players 

prefer units that boat one weapons system or role to specialize and more easily focus their 

damage on a target (think Awesome, Griffin). Other players may prefer jack-of-all trades 

types of mechs that can use different weapons at different ranges and times in the battle 

(Think Battlemaster, Stalker, Zeus, Centurion). Whichever way you prefer, although you can’t 

hop between mechs for firing each individual weapon, you should almost always be 

concentrating on firing your armor-breaker weapons first, and your crit-seekers last. By using 

armor-breakers, you concentrate your damage in a single location rather than spreading it 

over multiple locations, potentially poking holes in the armor first, which open vulnerabilities 

on the opponent. Crit seekers on the other hand tend to do negligible damage that all but 

bounces off the armor, but when they find a hole in the armor, they’re just as effective at 

knocking out components as a PPC blast.  

 

Note though that not every mech is as vulnerable to critical hits as others. Energy weapon 

focused mechs, for instance, will have no ammunition to explode and lots of heat sinks that 

have negligible effects when lost. Mechs like these that are notoriously difficult to kill are often 

nicknamed “zombies”. The poster child for this is the Awesome, for which most critical hits 

will do nothing more than make it reconsider when to fire its third PPC. However, the Center 

Torso is always a vulnerable spot on every mech, since it contains both engine and gyro 

locations.  

 

A secondary use for crit-seekers is sometimes called “Sandblasting” or “The golden BB 

effect” by the community, in which a mech fires as many small shots as possible at an 

opponent in hopes of landing multiple location rolls of 2 and 12, representing head shots and 

through-armor criticals respectively. Units like SRM carriers, Commandos, Piranhas, and 

mechs with LB-X 20s or multiple LB-X 10s can pull this off. This can be effective if luck is on 

your side, namely against vehicles and units with very high armor protection but fragile 

internals (Like the Crusader), but especially in IRL games, each cluster means another 

location roll, which can bog the game down, especially if you haven’t memorized the hit 

location tables.  

 

On the opposite end of this scale, as most mechs’ heads max out at a combined 12 hit points 

– 9 armor and 3 structure points,  weapons that can do 12 or more damage in a single 

cluster are often called ‘headcappers ’. Landing a shot on the head with one of these 

weapons will kill a fresh mech in a single shot, no matter the size or condition. While AC20s 

can do this, their limited range makes them avoidable and therefore still balanced. However, 
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spamming long ranged headcapping weapons like gauss rifles and clan ERPPCs is largely 

regarded as cheese. There’s nothing illegal about doing so, but it’s a recipe for ending 

friendships.  

 

Mech Defenses 

tl;dr – Armor, Movement Mods, Range brackets, Terrain  

The other consideration to have is taking damage. You don’t necessarily know what kind of 

opfor the opponent is going to bring, or even how your opponent prioritizes his targets, but 

keep the following in mind. There are four kinds of protection for ‘mechs et al in most games: 

Armor, movement, range, and terrain.  

 

Armor should be straightforward enough to understand, but keep in mind the idea of armor 

sharing. A Griffin way at the back of the map while a Thunderbolt sponges up all the damage 

will eventually lead to a dead Thunderbolt and a long ranged Griffin trying to fend off multiple 

mildly damaged units. Even if a unit isn’t made to sponge damage rotating mechs to draw 

fire means more mechs alive to focus fire.  

 

Movement, or more specifically – distance moved – imparts target movement modifiers 

(henceforth TMM) to your units.  A unit that spends much of its MP making turns or moving 

through difficult terrain will not move as far and therefore lose a lot of those modifiers, so all 

other things being equal it’s in the best interests of a running or walking unit to move in 

straight lines when possible. High TMMs reduce the likelihood of getting hit, and in some 

cases, opponents will even ignore fragile targets in favor of shooting at targets that are easier 

to hit. 

 

Players need to bear in mind that one of the unfortunate weaknesses of BV is that it does 

not scale based on what your opponent takes, so when your opponent takes mechs with 

improved gunnery skills and equipment like pulse lasers, you will likewise see a reduced 

benefit from TMM – which is in part why a lot of players end up rejecting light mechs in favor 

of better armored options. Even at shorter movement distances that offer negligible modifiers, 

higher speed can give greater options for positioning to take advantage of terrain to control 

LOS, and to protect or exploit vulnerable locations on a mech.  

Many players prefer jumping movement to using running movement, since it allows a mech 

to move over terrain features that would slow it down, easily reposition onto hills or into 

advantageous firing arcs, and ignore the MP costs for turning. Often not considered is that 
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jump jets are unaffected by the heat scale, allowing an overheating mech to effectively flee 

in hit-and-run attacks (See: Jenner). However, jumping itself often generates significant 

amounts of heat, and firing while using jumping movement on most machines can make 

landing shots more difficult. They’re nice to have, very nice on broken terrain and in urban 

areas, but in prairies for instance, they won’t make a large difference, and sometimes having 

a bigger walking range means getting TMM protection while still landing your shots.  

Movement also ties into the next protection element:  

 

Range. For many amateur players, when using long ranged mechs, they have a tendency 

to try to sit at maximum distance, outside of the opfor’s firing range, and never approach the 

enemy. An experienced player recognizes that while it denies the opponent the chance to hit 

you, the excessive caution likewise reduces your chances to hit the target, meaning wasted 

ammo and longer games. Instead, skirting your opponents range brackets can allow you to 

hit your targets more easily, while only presenting your opponent difficult shots. In most cases, 

you shouldn’t expect to land any shots in ranges of excess of your medium range brackets.  

 

One example of this would be if, for instance, you were using a Panther against an Enforcer. 

Using the Enforcer’s maximum range against it, the Panther could try to snipe at the target 

from 16-18 hexes and never get shot at in turn, but with such great ranges not only is the 

shot difficult to make but there’s increased likelihood of the Enforcer being able to find cover 

to protect itself. Instead, if the Panther closes in and tries to get into exactly 6 hexes, it puts 

the Enforcers’ main guns – the AC10 and Large Laser, past the short range bracket and into 

the medium range bracket, putting a +2 modifier on both of its guns, leading to wasted shots. 

Further, at 6 range the Panther is in short range with its PPC, and can follow up with the SRM 

rack in the CT, just at the maximum edge of the medium range bracket.  

 

From the opposite view, the Enforcer notes that the Panther has a minimum range for its 

main gun, so since the Enforcer has no minimums for its weapons, it’s in the Enforcer’s best 

interest to get to point blank range, allowing it to fire all its weapons without penalty and 

potentially allowing it’s greater weight to deliver a punishing kick. For the Panther, point blank 

range would still be an easy shot for the SRM rack, but with a minimum range of 3 on the 

PPC, it would compound to a +3 modifier to shoot a target with it – forcing the warrior to 

choose if the ten heat generated is worth it when the likelihood of landing the shot is slim.  

 

Terrain is the last major protection consideration. The rulebooks go into the details about 

how terrain works, but another consideration you should make is to use the terrain to control 
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how many opponents can fire on you and/or to encourage them where to direct their fire, 

rather than purely as a defensive modifier. Using an intervening Level 2 hill and careful 

positioning, for instance, you could single out a single enemy in an approaching firing line to 

concentrate your fire against it for at least one turn. Alternately, letting a mech have only light 

woods for cover while saving the heavy woods for one of your more vulnerable units may 

encourage the opfor to fire on the easier-to-hit target rather than trying to finish off the more 

vulnerable one. 

 

What makes a bad mech? 

tl;dr – bad criticals layout, inefficient and ineffective  weapons and 

equipment. Try them anyway.  

There are a few mechs that are considered stinkers because of poor critical placement. For 

instance, the Crusader was disliked because of Solitary LRM ammo criticals in each side 

torso, and two ammo criticals in the center torso. The critical layout made the mech especially 

vulnerable to through-armor critical hits, taking the mech out early with even the smallest-

bore weapon. Similarly, the Rifleman also has a CT ammo critical, but because of heat issues 

and weak armor it’s more likely to lean heavily on the autocannons for the first few turns of 

the game, eventually running out of ammo and therefore no longer being at risk of ammo 

explosion. The center torso ammo is the riskiest location to have ammo when using standard 

rules. Ironically, for pickup game terms, the safest place to store ammunition is the head, as 

head crits are rare, and when they do happen, there’s a 1/6 chance your warrior will get 

gibbed, anyway. For many downed mechs, they will have a cherry head while the rest of the 

machine is torn to ribbons.  

 

On the subject of ammo, while mechs with limited ammo supplies can be frustrating, having 

too much ammunition to effectively use is also a cause of frustration. Mechs like the Dervish 

and Dragon are known for bringing way too many rounds for their weapons systems that 

could have been used on something else.  

 

Some weapons systems are also disliked. Frequent complaints are made for small-bore 

autocannons like the AC/5 and AC/2, since they put out so little damage for their weight. The 

AC5 can be justified in some specific cases since it produces negligible heat, but the AC2 is 

recognized for having long range as its sole excuse for existing. Note that like the Flamer, 

they can be useful in very specific roles, namely being loaded with flak ammunition for anti-
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air work, but definitely lack the approval ratings of their large-bore cousins.  

 

The other thing that is often derided is less a specific weapon system, but a column in the 

cluster hits table. The ‘2’ column doesn’t hit with both shots unless an 8 or greater is rolled, 

For most other weapons systems that rely on the cluster tables, 60% of shots or greater will 

hit the target on a cluster roll of 7 or higher. This is partly why the Ultra Autocannons are 

underappreciated, but less commonly discussed, why two SRM2 racks are usually less 

effective than an SRM4 rack. While two SRM2 racks will weigh the same amount as an SRM4 

rack, and get two chances to hit rather than one, not only is it less heat efficient, but assuming 

that both launchers hit, double SRM2s will only hit with two total missiles on average, 

compared to the single SRM4’s three. In past rules editions, SRM2s had some extra utility 

regarding inferno SRMs, but with the current rules they are bad at dealing damage, overall. 

Lastly, many mechs that have SRM2s also have only one launcher, meaning 50 shots worth 

of SRM2 ammo for a single launcher in games that often run only about 8-18 turns. The 

excessive amounts of ammo make them undesirable in much the same way that people 

regard machine guns.  

 

Speaking of machine guns, they are the only weapons system that generates zero heat in 

the base game, but having so many shots per ton and only being effective at point blank, 

many players prefer configurations of mechs that pull them from the mech. The exception to 

this is when machine guns are boated, as with the Piranha, since it can chew through 

enormous amounts of ammunition very quickly for no heat generated.  

 

A similarly derided weapons system is the Flamer. It generates more heat to fire it than a 

target can take, and by default, the flamer causes the target heat or damage, but not both. 

Since fire rules got moved to being optional advanced rules in Tacops, lighting fires has 

become a rare sight in games. Both the machine gun and flamer shine when used against 

conventional infantry, doing massive amounts of damage to them compared to anti-mech 

weapons. However, players that use conventional infantry are rare, bear this in mind. They’re 

the paper to the rock, useful in one situation but spitballs in most.  

 

Lastly, small lasers do sort of fit into this vein. They’re by far more efficient than machine 

guns or flamers for anti-armor roles; doing more damage than either for only one heat, but it 

loses having an alternate role to make it special. The thing that makes them suffer though is 

the extremely short range that all three share. To some players, they’d rather see that half 

ton go towards adding armor, or see two small lasers replaced by a single medium laser 
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which would be more efficient by far. They’re an alright addition for units that are expected 

to get up to melee range anyhow, but in most cases their extremely short ranges cripples the 

effectiveness of the gun.  

 

Some mechs are armed with rear-firing weapons. These are there to discourage attacking a 

‘mech in its rear arc, but it also means reducing the forward firing firepower as a result – and 

firing a rear gun while firing forward usually means having to make near-impossible shots 

and suffering overheating effects. A rear firing medium laser is not always a problem, but 

when a mech ends up sacrificing a significant chunk of its forward facing firepower, it can 

feel like a waste of tonnage. 

 

To summarize, what makes a bad weapon is a gun that can’t compete with its contemporaries, 

either being too heavy, too inefficient, or too difficult to use. 

 

Besides weapons, sometimes mechs are built to fill roles that their weight just doesn’t justify. 

For instance, the most well-loved assault mechs tend to have a top speed of 5 hexes, 

because the reasonable engine size leaves much more room for weapons and armor. Above 

80 tons, mechs that can move faster than 5 hexes have to make sacrifices in armor or 

weapons (like the Cyclops or Banshee, respectively). A Charger-1A1 takes this idea to it’s 

limit, fielding the largest engine a ‘mech can take, but since the engine alone weighs nearly 

2/3rds of the mechs’ weight, it has meagre armor protection and a popgun weapons array of 

five small lasers. In BV balanced games, a mech like this is fairly represented by it’s BV so 

is comparable to light and medium mechs, but if you ever end up rolling this up as a mech 

on an assault mech RAT you will definitely feel like you have been dealt a bad hand. Many 

people feel the same about Panthers and Urbanmechs for light mechs, as they try to sacrifice 

their engines to fit a little bit more firepower on board.  

 

It is understood that there are some mechs that are just simply not very good in BattleTech. 

Some are easy to spot, while others only show their colors while you use them. Some are 

universally agreed upon to be bad, while others’ quality is debated and based on preference. 

What is true though is that as a player, you should challenge yourself to try to find ways to 

use these sub-par machines. I can speak from experience that sometimes their quality can 

surprise you. Besides, you never know when you don’t get to take a top-tier machine and 

instead have to make due with a Hermes II, for instance. You can spend the entire time 

bitching that the mech sucks, or you can try to push that Hermes II so hard that you’ll have 

future stories to brag about. In a good gaming environment, you won’t need to build armies 
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to win at all costs, and have room to experiment with weaker designs without dooming 

yourself to getting slapped around the map for three hours.   

Situational awareness: 

tl;dr – don’t just rely on BV. Consider the battlefield and opfor.  

For all that BV can help to judge how effective a unit is, it has its limitations. It represents 

only the mech itself, not the battlefield around it. When there’s a blend of terrain features, 

almost any playstyle or mech will work, but specific battlefields can really change the 

performance of a machine. For instance, put a Jagermech far in the back of a map on top of 

a hill overlooking a plain filled with rough terrain fighting against a slow moving short ranged 

target without jump jets, and it’s going to do really well for its points. Put it in a heavily wooded 

map without a vantage point to fire over the trees, and it’s going to suck. Likewise, take an 

Urbanmech out of an urban area with lots of cover, and plop it in the middle of an open field, 

and it’s a sitting duck. A Rommel tank will do reasonably well in most environments, but plop 

it into mountains and it will suffer, or into wetlands and it will be unable to cross them. There 

are some units that are good generalists, but even a new player should be able to recognize 

that the environment will have an effect on battlefield performance. How you respond to it 

boils down to understanding the mechanics and personal preference. 

 

As previously mentioned, an opfor that relies on boosted gunnery skills and/or weapons with 

accuracy bonuses reduce the importance of movement compared to BV rating. In a game 

that assumes Gunnery 4 on all units (The default), you can reliably use fast units and expect 

they’ll pull their weight. However, as your opponent starts defaulting to gunnery 3, 2, or better, 

your Jenners and Saladins will be dying off far more easily compared to your Orions and Von 

Luckners, so you should focus more on heavily armored units in that case. That’s not to say 

that speed will be useless, but it will be more about positioning and exploiting initiative than 

dodging shots. Also, depending on what units your opponent is using the effectiveness of 

your force can vary greatly. For instance, if you have an opponent that plays Capellans, said 

faction is famous for ECM – so that’s not going to be the ideal time to use that Narc/C3 lance 

you were planning on. In most cases, a Firestarter is a crap machine, but if your opponent 

knows you’re bringing conventional infantry you know that’s going to be the first thing he 

reaches for. 
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Theory into Practice 

Example Steiner Lance  

Now that we’ve looked at the finer points of the mechanics of the game, let’s use them to 

make a force. 

 

This time, let’s consider something simple: let’s make a pre-clan force for House Steiner. 

We’re just looking for a general purpose lance, so we’ll set our BV limit at 4500 (A little over 

1100 BV per mech on average). House Steiner has some very impressive assault machines, 

not the least of which being the Banshee 3S, considered by some to be the best mech in the 

succession wars, but if we take a very high-end, expensive machine, the rest of the lance 

will have to be dialed back. While a ‘boss and minions’ style lance isn’t discouraged, having 

one mech significantly more expensive than the rest puts the eggs in one basket, making 

bouncing back from losing it to a fluke headshot that much more difficult.  

 

First, for flavor, let’s start with a Zeus. Zeuses are generally a long-ranged machine, a bit 

lightly armored for an assault mech but still solid. There is a PPC version of this mech during 

the succession wars ZEU-6T that we’re going to opt to take. While the obvious reasoning 

might be the increased damage output of the PPC over the Autocannon, the less obvious 

reasoning is internal, which reduces vulnerability in the right torso by adding heat sinks next 

to the LRM15 ammo. We can consider the Zeus to be mostly an armor-breaking unit now, 

and though it’s an assault mech, its lower speed and armor protection mean we can treat it 

more like we would a heavy mech, such as a Thunderbolt or Marauder. Although it has a bit 

of armor-breaking capability most of the firepower of the Zeus will still spread across the face 

of a mech, slowing kill speeds. Ideally, we’d want to have some more armor breakers.  

 

Since our Zeus is already a little over-average in cost, adding a mech below the 1100 average 

is in our best interest. Also bringing armor breaking weapons, we could add a Hatchetman. 

Though not very tough, it has a good mid/short ranged loadout and its jump capability lets it 

navigate rough terrain. Though the hatchet’s damage output isn’t any more than a kick, it has 

a psychological effect that will keep players reluctant to get close. So far that’s a Zeus 6T 

(1436) and a Hatchetman (854), which still leaves us with 2210 BV to work with. Because 

the majority of light mechs are best suited for crit seeking, let’s add something a bit general 

purpose but sturdy. A Thunderbolt 5SS brings a mix of PPC, Medium Lasers, and SRMs, 

with armor that exceeds even the Zeus. There is one weakness to bear in mind though, In 

spite of the thick armor, this mech carries a bin of LRM ammo in the center torso, so while 
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the chance is slim, there is the possibility that we’ll lose this mech to an early ammo explosion. 

Still, the mech is solid, so we’ll accept the risk. It comes in at 1337 BV, and we’re left with 

873 BV.  

 

Now, 873 BV is not a whole lot to work with. This lance is not slow, but it is limited in mobility. 

The obvious Steiner choice would be to add a Commando, especially since it has such a low 

price point (541BV), and it brings effective crit-seeking to the force.  We could afford to boost 

the gunnery scores, but it wouldn’t help to improve the Commando’s durability, so it might be 

better to save warrior boosts for another mech. We could add a second Hatchetman at the 

regular BV score, but that would cap our whole lance to a top running speed of 6. Additionally, 

we could swap the Thunderbolt SS for a less expensive, more mobile Griffin 1S, which would 

also allow buying something like a Wolfhound for our fourth mech, which will make for a more 

mobile force with reduced firepower. We would also probably have close to enough points to 

abandon the Zeus to use the Banshee 3S, but while this mech is fantastic, it is also very slow.  

At this point it all boils down to personal preference.  

 

As for myself, I’ve ended up with the following: 

 

Zeus 6T (Gun3/P5) – 1436 BV * 1.2 = 1725 

Hatchetman 3F (Gun4/P5)- 854 BV  

Thunderbolt-5SS (Gun4/P5)– 1337 BV 

Commando-2D (Gun4/P5)- 541 BV 

 

=4456 BV 

Example unaffiliated lance  

Let’s try it again, another generalist force, but this time without any particular affiliation (Let’s 

call it a mercenary unit). First, we’ll add an armor-breaker as the backbone of our force. Let’s 

go for a top of the line armor breaker – something with an AC20. There aren’t many options 

for mechs with an AC20 readily available. Let’s go with a classic Hunchback 4G (1041).  

 

Next, let’s add a machine that can exploit those holes well. Let’s go for a Javelin 10N (594). 

We’ve got an armor breaker, and a crit-seeker.  
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We’re lacking in fire support, and we’ve still got more than half of our allotted points to spare. 

Still, as it’s hanging in the back, we will probably avoid most fire so don’t need a heavily 

armored mech back there. Let’s add a classic Trebuchet 5N (1191), and we’re left with 1674 

– still very generous. Let’s go back, swap that fragile Javelin for something more durable but 

can still fill the same role, like a Wolverine 6M (1291), now leaving us with 977 – a much 

more reasonable value. 

 

The last slot can be filled with whatever, so looking for a mech with 977 BV or less, we can 

add a base model Centurion (945), which matches the Hunchbacks speed, and brings 

firepower to every range bracket. Each mech has roughly the same BV, so losing any single 

one in particular won’t gimp the whole lance. The resulting lance is: 

All warriors at Gunnery 4, Piloting 5: 

Hunchback 4G – 1041 BV 

Trebuchet 5N – 1191 BV 

Wolverine 6M – 1291 BV 

Centurion 9-A – 945 BV 

Total BV: 4468 BV 

 

Being only 13 points difference in BV, these two forces would be evenly matched in most 

cases.  
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Making a first army: 

Examples 

Prior note: Though there are suggestions for how big or small you should make your army, 

how canonical or made up, there really aren’t any rules for either. These are some examples 

of how a player might approach making an army, products they’ll consider/reference, etc. 

Painting etc. aren’t going to be heavily considered here. 

Example 1: Kyle (Leap before you look) 

Kyle has taken a break from drinking Monster energy and punching holes in the drywall to 

make his first army. Kyle just wants to use cool looking mechs, he doesn’t give a fuck about 

the lore. He skipped past the introductory boxes ‘cause he ain’t no pussy-ass-bitch. From 

Ironwind he bought a Madcat Mk II, a Thunderbolt, a Hollander III, an Archangel, and a Shiro 

because he thought they looked cool. He decides that he’s going to paint them up using the 

same paint scheme as the dozens of Monster cans around his room, so black with neon 

green slashes across it. He doesn’t even check to see if it’s a canon scheme because he’s 

not some kind of nerd. After printing the record sheets for his mechs from Mech Factory off 

his phone, he now has a Madcat Mk. II, a TDR-5S Thunderbolt, a BZK-D2 Hollander III, an 

Archangel Invictus and a SH-2P Shiro. Adding his BV together, he’s got a force that comes 

out to 10508.  

Commentary: 

Definitely an expensive force, with the cost driven up by the Madcat Mk. II, Archangel, and 

Shiro, especially. This force is all over the place with eras, technology levels, and factions, 

and it isn’t clear if it’s meant to be a clan force, inner sphere force, mercenary force, Word of 

Blake force, or pirate force, but regardless is still legal for pickup games. Because of the high 

cost though, he will likely need to exclude a mech or two from his force in some matches. 

What Kyle’s really going to need to watch out for is that some of the mechs on his force go 

past the “Tournament Level” and into the higher brackets of “Advanced” and “Experimental”, 

meaning he’ll need Battlemech Manual to use them (Or Total Warfare with TacOps and 

IntOps). If he decides they’re too complicated to use or he’s not willing to go for the extra 

books, he could either avoid fielding them or use them to proxy something else (For example, 

proxy the Hollander III as a regular Hollander, or the Shiro as an Axeman or Nodachi), Further, 
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out of the five, only one of those mechs has configurations at an introductory tech level, so if 

he’s stuck playing against someone who hasn’t grown past the introductory level (The rules 

level you see in A Game of Armored Combat), he won’t have more than one mech to use 

against them. That being said though, even though the opponent is using lower-tech units, 

so long as both sides can have roughly the same BV, the match should still be roughly even. 

Example 2: Mark (Brand new player) 

Mark got his A Game of Armored Combat and Beginners Box in the mail a few months ago, 

and managed to get a game or two in with his friend on the coffee table at home. However, 

he and his friend kept mixing the miniatures up and forgetting which was which. Mark decided 

that rather than make a set force of mechs, he would paint each of his miniatures up 

individually. Knowing his lack of skill, he opts for a simple flat color for each ‘mech, gives it a 

black wash, a drybrushing, and a little bit of detail. He also uses a fine brush to try to paint 

the names of the mech on the hex base, but for some he has to abbreviate the name for lack 

of space. He doesn’t really know much about the factions so he opts to make his mechs as 

general-purpose as possible. He knows that if he goes to the LGS he will likely play short 

pick-up games, at which time he’ll just take however many mechs he needs to balance his 

force. 

 

Commentary: 

Mark’s got a good idea going in. As a new player, he isn’t sure about what kind of opponent 

he’s going to have in the future, and making each of his mechs more recognizable in a way 

he’s comfortable with works well. A general purpose, easily swappable force like this is a 

very convenient way for new players to approach the game. The only suggestions that I 

would give would be to verify that his record sheets have Battle Values written on them. If 

not, finding the Battle Value listing from the Master Unit List website, a mech-making program, 

or any number of other sources and writing it on the sheet for reference would be a good 

idea (Don’t worry about C-bill value as it’s hardly ever used outside of certain kinds of 

campaign). Lastly, though it’s likely that his paint scheme will stand out enough that he won’t 

have any issues recognizing it, Mark might want to add his own unique touch to his miniatures. 

That might be adding decals to the mech or base, or painting each of his mechs with a certain 

detail, like a single gold foot, just in case he runs into someone with the same idea as him. 
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Example 3: Steve (Recreating canon formation) 

Steve has recently bought the AGOAC box and beginners box as his first step. He has been 

into the lore for a long time, and with the old unseen being made viable again, he has decided 

to recreate the Gray Death Legion during their early years, thanks to an old scenario book 

that he came across in /btg/’s cache. He takes note of the mechs that he’s going to need, 

and buys the plastic mech lance packs that contain them. He determines that if he gets one 

Inner Sphere Battle lance pack and one Inner sphere Command Lance pack, between the 

two of them it should cover most of the mechs he needs. Since the Marauder that Grayson 

Carlyle uses in the sourcebook is a standard configuration, Steve doesn’t bother buying the 

legendary warrior sculpt and plans to use the Marauder that came in his lance pack. However, 

he is still short a Stinger, a Crusader, and a Shadowhawk. Steve hasn’t made up his mind 

yet if he will buy pewter versions of those sculpts from Ironwind, or try to see if he can find 

loose mechs for sale online, or someone to trade with in a Facebook buy and sell group. He 

knows that by buying an extra AGOAC box, an extra Inner Sphere Command lance pack, 

and an Inner Sphere Direct Fire lance pack, he could fill out the whole roster right away, but 

for three mechs, it would set him back roughly $100 US and leave him with a large number 

of excess minis that he has no plans for, yet. While he decides he buys some Gray Death 

Legion decals from Fighting Piranha miniatures right away, since they take a long time to 

process orders, and starts painting the mechs he knows he will use. He puts his leftover 

minis aside in a safe place, knowing he might be using them to barter for the minis he needs. 

 

Commentary:  

Steve’s attempt to recreate a canon force from an old sourcebook is a rigid but viable option, 

and replaying the old scenarios that came printed in it might be a fun thing to experiment with, 

too. If you examine the individual character profiles in that old book though, when it says “skill 

level”, it’s not referring to the final Warrior Gunnery/Piloting numbers, but stats for the old 

Mechwarrior RPG from the 80s. However, since they have some additional information there, 

it’s not too hard to figure out what the warrior skills are meant be on the record sheet. Steve 

is not required to follow information in this book to the letter (Or at all, for that matter) – so for 

instance if he ends up playing a regular pick-up game with this force, he would likely use BV 

to balance each side, therefore tweaking warrior skills would make meeting his opponent in 

a fair matchup easier. Also note that it’s not easy to reflect the various mech quirks and prior 

battle damage listed in these old scenario packs in BV terms, so Steve is just as well to ignore 

them during pickup games and use the mechs in their standard form. If, however, Steve’s 
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opponent wanted to, they could use some of the ‘pre-existing battle damage’ tables from 

some various BattleTech sourcebooks like Historical: Brush Wars or the House Arano 

sourcebook to likewise get the same battle-worn feel to their force.  

As far as getting those missing mechs, chances are the Shadow Hawk and Stinger will be 

easy to trade for, as they will be rather common and neither are particularly well loved designs. 

The plastic version of the Crusader will likely be a more challenging mech to trade for. In 

spite of it being a less liked mech, the latest sculpt has been very well received and it looks 

like the main reason people will buy the Direct Fire lance pack it comes in.   

 

Example 4: John. (By Mechs) 

John is an old player coming back into the game after having sold his collection back in the 

early 2000s when FASA closed their doors, so he’s familiar with some of the lore, mechanics 

and sourcebooks, but is starting his collection over from scratch and besides the computer 

games doesn’t really know what happens after 3060 or so. He plans on making a new army, 

but wants to make something that will take him right up to the most recent lore. Since he’s 

starting from scratch, he buys the A Game of Armored Combat box and while reading online 

is surprised to find that the main rulebook has been split into several disparate books. He 

manages to get Battlemech Manual and is surprised by the many changes and added 

equipment, but recognizes some of it from the old Maxtech and Tactical Handbook rulebooks 

from the 90s. He can’t find any print copies, but gets the PDFs of TRO 3145, 3150, and of 

Era Report 3145 – seemingly the most recent of the Field Manual series of books, to get him 

up to speed with the new units and factions. He’s happy to see that the majority of the factions 

that he knew are still around in one way or another, though is surprised to not see anything 

about the homeworld clans. Reading it, he’s initially interested in the Republic of the Sphere, 

but having already seen one clan removed from existence, he can see the writing on the wall 

for this faction and decides not to use it.  

 

He’s impartial to any one faction so he starts flipping through the TROs for units that look 

cool to him. He especially likes the Hawkwolf, Gun, Anzu, Carronade, Uraeus, and Juliano. 

Out of the six, the technical readouts suggest that three of them are from former Free Worlds 

League states, so he decides to focus there. When he was playing, the Free Worlds League 

was just simply the ‘Free Worlds League’ to him, so noting the added emphasis on substates 

he pays more attention to them. The Anzu was originally for the Marik-Stewart 

Commonwealth but spread across the reformed FWL, the Juliano was also a Marik-Stewart 

mech but is now especially concentrated in the Tamarind Regulars, and the Carronade 
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seems to be a more Oriente-focused machine, but popular across the former FWL and even 

Solaris. The Hawkwolf was sold by the Brotherhood of Randis “to neighbors” for export, so 

though a bit of a stretch and maybe a bit lowtech, John allows himself one no matter what 

for rule-of-cool reasons. A Handful of Guns were sent to Andurien, but since they’re more of 

a limited Capellan exclusive he dismisses it as an option. As for the Uraeus, they were made 

in secret by Comstar and captured by the Republic of the Sphere, so very unlikely to make 

its way to the league states.  

 

Between the entries in the TROs and the Random assignment tables’ suggestions in the 

back of Field Manual 3145, and comparing them against their entries on Camospecs, he 

decides to go for the Atrean Hussars, since they’ve got a unique paint job, are present in 

most eras, and fit the mechs chosen from the new TRO well. Since he’s already got a bunch 

of other mechs that are mostly faction generalist, he considers adding all the other mechs 

from A Game of Armored Combat to his main force.  

 

Lastly, though he knows this is self-limitation and not a rule, John wants to make his force in 

a way that – to some extent – reflects the fighting style of the Atrean Hussars. Although he 

remembers the faction Field Manual books, he decides to check Sarna.net first – and isn’t 

disappointed. According to the Sarna article, the Atrean Hussars are *mostly* a light-medium 

unit, offensive, and rely on speed to evade enemy fire. Because the whole point of his army 

was to use some heavier mechs, he decides to focus on the other point of using speed to 

evade, and decides to limit himself to mechs that can run at least six hexes or greater. The 

only remaining concerns that he has is the Commando, which is a traditionally Steiner 

machine, and the Awesome, that while very Marik’y, is also too slow for his cutoff.  

 

First, he considers that the Commando is a very old machine, favored by a rival faction, so 

easily justified as battlefield salvage – plus it aligns with the Hussars’ fighting style. Second 

the Awesome is slow, but John remembers the old 3050 upgraded version uses an XL engine 

to move faster than the original, and to carry more heat sinks in the engine. John decides to 

keep using the awesome, but to limit himself to only using versions with the faster movement 

profile. Since he is just starting out, he downloads MegamekLab and prints out the record 

sheets for each of the mechs that he plans on using. He also finds some interesting upgrades 

for the AGOAC mechs and prints those out to give extra utility to his force, especially variants 

that end in “M”. 

 

Commentary: 
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Mostly, I used John’s example for how I would proceed in his situation. In the future, if he 

grows his army, I’d strongly suggest he focus on lights and mediums to add to his force. 

Spiders, Tarantulas, Wraiths, and Trebuchets would all be good ideas to consider in the 

future. He may want to purchase some of the new TROs while they are in print to rebuild his 

library, or if he prefers, stick to PDF versions. Though not needed, he may want them – 

especially ones he’s never had before – to learn about the various units he or his opponents 

can use in a game.  

 

Example 5 – Bryson 

(Intermediate – Building a combined arms force with 

faction/equipment limitations): 

In spite of having a name that’s zoomer as fuck, Bryson has been playing BattleTech for a 

while, already has a copy of Total Warfare, and decides that this time he wants to make a 

C3 lance supported by vehicles and battle armor. He has gone over the rules for C3, and 

decides not to network the vehicles in order to keep BV costs down. He’s aware that the 

Master Unit List can sort through mechs by era and equipment, but he’s unfamiliar with the 

Alpha Strike tags that it tends to rely on. He’s more comfortable using Megamek, but this 

time he’ll try using the newer resource, since Bryson also wants to sort by faction and era. 

Forgetting the website address, Bryson goes to the main BattleTech page and scrolls to the 

bottom, where the MUL link is at the extreme right of a line of link icons. On the top of the 

new Master unit list page, he clicks on the units tab. From there he’s given a mostly blank 

screen and a column of search filter tabs. Most of these are straightforward to him. 

 

Choosing Mechs: 

 He selects “Inner Sphere” for technology, “Standard” for rules, “Battlemech” for type, 

“Federated Suns” for faction, for production era – “Clan invasion” through “Jihad”, and the 

same for availability era. Just to verify it’s working so far, he clicks filter and gets a list of over 

300 mech variants. Now to filter only C3 units, he has to use the Alpha Strike tags. Not being 

an AS player, he has to ballpark guess what the tags are. First, he tries C3M to represent 

“C3 Master”. Luckily, he’s right on the first try, and is presented with a whopping six mechs 

to choose from. Two of which are the Templar he aimed to include, the E and F. Since he 

can’t see the full stats list for those mechs in the MUL, he checks in Megamek, and finds that 

the Templar E, as the MUL states, is a missile boat, and has a very long ranged loadout, 
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relying on LRMs and ERPPCs with only a few lasers as backup. The F, on the other hand is 

more of a mid-fighter with a light Gauss and heavy ppc backed by medium lasers of various 

flavors. The E would make a solid mech to have hanging around in the back, but it’d be more 

useful to have omnimechs that close with the enemy, since they could bring Battle Armor 

with them. He jots these down on a notepad along with basic info about each and their BV. 

He also notes the Fennec, which is the only mech in the list which isn’t an assault. It’s not an 

omnimech but it could be a cheap option for a C3 master.  

 

Next, Bryson searches for the rest of his C3 lance. He tries changing the alpha strike tab to 

C3S to represent “C3 Slave” and hopes for the best. Bingo! He manages to find the Templar 

“I”, which is still designed for range but can get relatively close without suffering minimums. 

It is also extremely cheesy with two heavy PPCs and a Gauss Rifle, but he pays for it with 

2202 BV. He chooses this and the Fennec.  

 

To round his force out, he figures balancing it out with one mech of each weight class is the 

way to go. He opts to add an Owens (Not optimal, but it’s a light, fast omni he has access to 

for BA transport) and a Thanatos 4T (He’s not a fan of the MRMs, but the pulse lasers and 

AC20 make it a great brawler). He could stop here if he wanted to. So far his total BV is 

(2202+1760+839+1395)= 6196 BV when not networked. Networking it together however will 

increase the total BV by 5% for each unit in the network – in this case, four units makes a 

20% increase, so 7435 BV. 

 

Choosing Battle Armor 

Now, Bryson is going for a combined arms lance with vehicles and battle armor. Going back 

to the Master unit list, he doesn’t close the window, but changes his filters. First, he clears 

the alpha strike tab, changes the “types” tab to infantry, and adds “Battle Armor” in the 

subtypes tab. Hitting search, he gets a list of every Battle Armor class up to the Jihad that 

the Fedsuns fields.  

 

While looking at the entries, he notices that some of the lighter suits have a “Mec” tag on 

their alpha strike card. He guesses this means “Mechanized” as in “able to ride omnimechs” 

and plugs this in to the Alpha Strike filter. It looks right, but he notices the Fedsuns make 

surprisingly few Combat BA that are able to ride Omnimechs – The Infiltrator, the Infiltrator 

Mk.II, and the Cavalier. The Magnetic Infiltrator Mk II catches his eye, as mag-clamps 

supposedly give some additional benefits regarding swarm and transport. He also goes for 

a squad of Cavalier suits, since they’re effectively House Davion’s generalist version of the 
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Inner Sphere Standard battle armor.   

 

Next, Bryson knows that House Davion have some very powerful Battle Armor options as 

well, so he adds one squad each of Hauberk and Grenadier Battle Armor. One thing he notes 

is that because of the slow speed and weight of these suits, they will need a vehicle that can 

transport them. Total Warfare’s default rules simplify every suit’s weight as being 1 ton for 

loading purposes, but he decides to make an effort to get carriers that could carry a full 

squad’s weight if someone starts pitching a fit. For each Battle Armor squad, he doesn’t 

concern himself so much with BV since he will print multiple sheets and use different versions 

of Battle armor as the situation calls for it.  

 

Choosing Vehicles 

Next, the vehicle component of his force. Bryson’s first objective is getting carriers for the 

heavy BA suits. He has no idea what the alpha strike tag could be for carrying infantry, so he 

first looks up “APC”. He finds the Maultier APC first and looks at the alpha strike tags on its 

card, and there’s something called IT3 on there. He isn’t sure, but he guesses it must stand 

for “Infantry Transport” with 3 as the weight that can be carried. To verify, he checks to see 

what plugging IT into the search tabs gives him, and finds various infantry carriers. He was 

able to deduce the tag he needed. With this info, he plugs the tag into the Fedsuns units 

search, but is careful to deselect the Battle Armor/Infantry tags to set them to vehicle, add 

the introductory tag in the rules tab, and to remove the production limitations, allowing him to 

choose vehicles that are older, but are still effective at infantry transport. He does leave the 

Availability filters on, however. This gives him a still large list of vehicles to choose from.  

 

At first, he notices that the alpha strike filter tab has a minimum and maximum value, he tries 

plugging “8” into the minimum, hoping that it would only show units with an infantry transport 

level of 8 or higher, but it turns out this only filters the point value of the alpha strike cards – 

their version of BV. Instead, he’s going to need to manually search, by either plugging in IT8 

and up, or clicking through each vehicle on the list. Bryson wants something a little bit beefier 

for his infantry transport, so that his troops aren’t killed off by a lucky die roll. He notices the 

Mantuffel D, Which can carry up to 8 tons of troops, Using Total Warfare rules that’s enough 

to carry two Battle Armor squads, but just in case is also able to fit a platoon of Assault armor 

if weight gets counted as 2 per suit. It’s also an omni-vehicle, meaning there are lots of 

alternative versions for him to use. However, lack of other vehicle options with such a big 

infantry bay in the time period means he’s going to need to take two Mantuffel Ds. He’ll need 

to paint them in a way that helps him differentiate his minis. 
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After his two large tanks, he decides he needs to focus on something a little bit faster and 

lighter. He noticed in the last search that there was a fast hover tank – the Musketeer- that 

gets a late Jihad BA Transport refit, but also comes in a more basic version. He decides the 

basic version is good addition to his force for both speed and firepower, and can swap it out 

for the BA carrying version if necessary.  

 

Lastly, he wants something that could be used to hunt fast movers. Looking at the general 

list, the classic Drillson hovertank has a Streak variant. Not able to get details about it on the 

Master Unit List, he checks the configuration with Megamek. With an array of Streak SRM2s 

and a Large Pulse Laser in the turret, it looks like it will fit the bill. He takes note of it for his 

roster. 

 

Though the configs he plans to use are variable, Bryson’s vehicle lance in its default state 

comes out to (2X1172)+1120+899=3191 BV.  

 

Final Touches for Army Building 

Highballing his BA suits’ average battle value at 300 per squad, since he is undecided 

regarding which versions he will use, he estimates the total value of his combined arms 

company is 7435+3191+1200=11826BV, averaging less than 1000 BV per unit, making this 

company quite reasonable overall. However, it’s unlikely that he will field the whole of the 

company at once, instead using the mechs as the backbone of the force, and swapping battle 

armor and tanks in and out as necessary.  

 

He finds the various units in MegamekLab and prints a record sheet for each of them. He 

also scans through alternate versions of each of the omnimechs and takes note of which 

versions seem like they’d be useful to him – not only taking the ‘good’ mechs, but also 

considering the cheaper configurations if he needs to dial his force back, so long as they’re 

not atrociously bad. However, he has to be careful, as megamek does a poor job filtering out 

non-canon designs from sources like Mekforce UK – one of the downsides to using unofficial 

programs in lieu of buying official sheets, so he checks against the Master Unit List to verify 

that the variants are indeed ‘real’.  

 

By default, most players choose their forces with fighting mechs in mind, but Bryson could 

benefit from considering what he would want to field if the opfor was bringing Elementals, or 

tanks, or VTOL, so on and forth.  
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Picking the colors: 

As a final step, he could pull up the Federated Suns field manual or Sarna to check out the 

various regiments this force could be a part of. He flips through the PDF he got by very legal 

means and definitely did not pirate, looking at the info for each formation. Since he knows 

Capellans tend to be ECM heavy, he notes his force would be especially vulnerable against 

them, so he looks at regiments from elsewhere in Davion Space.  Also, he knows RCTs are 

a Davion formation that use combined arms, so he considers those as prime candidates. He 

also takes note that his force is overall average for weight, but is dependent on battle armor 

transportation. Further, although it doesn’t use clan technology, the large number of modern 

units and Inner Sphere Omnimechs definitely would make it a better equipped force.  

 

He narrows his choices down to the 17th Avalon Hussars RCT, 41st Avalon Hussars RCT and 

the 6th FedCom RCT. Bryson checks the Fedcom RCT first, suspecting that it may have 

changed names after the FedCom civil war, but it turns out that it was wiped out, taking it off 

the menu. All that’s left are the Avalon Hussars RCTs, and Bryson is honest with himself – 

he doesn’t like the paint scheme and thinks it’s boring – grey with highlights. Instead, he 

keeps the idea of the 17th in mind, but instead of the parade colors, chooses to paint his units 

in a simple grasslands camouflage. He considers hand-painting the emblems of the RCT 

onto his minis, but because of the very small numerals on it, he instead opts to buy decal 

sheets from Fighting Pirannha Graphics.  

 

Commentary: 

Again, putting myself in the shoes of this player if I were to limit myself to only using a few 

materials. This example is much longer than the others, but grant that it contains triple the 

unit types of the other mech-only forces, so it’s a given it will be longer.  As I wrote the 

example I was likewise trying to use the MUL myself. I actually found the MUL may be better 

than Megamek for finding troop carriers. The main point is to show what to do when 

something very specific is wanted for a force, and how to search for it. Further, by using a 

combined arms force, it illustrates the thought process as a force made with various unit 

types is built. You can see that even as an experienced player, there things that even I am 

discovering, learning, and using for the first time, but also rely on tried and tested methods 

when available. The only additional advice I’d give here is that prior to buying the minis and 

decals, Bryson should test his force out, most likely against the AI in Megamek, to see if he 

likes the “Feel” of his unit. Sometimes, after trying something a force out, you notice things 

about it that you don’t see on paper. 
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Making a first army: 

Bad examples 

Example 1 – Paul (Just vehicles) 

Paul is one of those flukes of players that gets into BattleTech. He likes the lore, the 

mechanics, and the atmosphere, but for whatever reason he just hates ‘mechs. In order to 

“prove mechs suck” he decides to make an all-vehicle force as his first army. He buys bunch 

of Manticores, Shrecks, Demolishers, and Drillson tanks from Ironwind. He sees that in Total 

Warfare the rules make tanks frailer than ‘mechs which is just retarded so he’s going to use 

the tacops improved vehicles rules in every match. Tanks should be better than mechs 

anyway. 

 

Commentary 

First of all, someone hating mechs and being into BattleTech is like someone going to a 

steakhouse and complaining that they don’t have enough vegan options. Personally, I would 

cheer on any player that wants to make a vehicle force as an addition to an existing army 

they’ve created, or even as a stand-alone force, but never as a first army. Vehicles in 

BattleTech are the peasant conscripts to the Mechs’ knights – they can do well and even kill 

a mech, but the whole point of them being in the game is usually to be a cheap throw-away 

unit for planetary militias, so understanding and acknowledging that about Battletech is the 

first step to using a tank properly. As a first army choice they’re not great to learn on because 

besides ignoring heat concerns, they are considerably more vulnerable than a mech because 

of the motive damage risks and limitations on terrain movement. The other big issue with this 

force is that while Paul recognizes that tanks are fragile, instead of working within that context, 

he’s expecting to force an alternate rule on every player he comes up against – a rule without 

any downsides that will likely benefit only himself. As a player, when constructing a force in 

the absence of a player group with their house rules established, you should always assume 

the default rules to the game will be in place, and not alternative ones. If so, you will ride on 

every player willing to give you bonuses for free like a Karen in a retail store. 
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Example 2: Alex (Table-flooding) 

Alex figured it out. He knows how to win. He’s flabbergasted that nobody has figured out the 

secret to guaranteed wins in Battletech. All he has to do is take the cheapest units possible, 

and flood the board with them. Even if his opponent took the cheapest ‘mechs possible, he’d 

still be facing 2:1 odds. Alex finds the Savannah master hovercraft. It’s basically a one-man 

medium laser strapped to an engine, weighs five tons, scoots around in the hundreds of 

kilometers per hour, and most of all, is cheap at 215 BV. He decides to buy a metric fuckton 

of these things. He estimates the average match for retro-tech is about 4500 BV, so he buys 

two companies’ worth (24 Savannah masters) and backs it up with some motorized laser 

infantry platoons, too (84 BV each by default, but without anti-mech skills count as 71 BV). 

With this, he can go flood the battlefield with so many units that he will always have an 

advantage in initiative and can prevent the opfor from moving while the rest of his force picks 

them apart. 

Commentary 

Again, don’t do this. While the idea of using cheaper units to outnumber the opponent is 

acceptable and viable, it’s important to restrain yourself as far as numbers go. Battletech is 

a granular game, so if you’re moving 20 pieces on the board every movement phase, the 

game is going to slow down dramatically, especially if you start suffering analysis paralysis. 

Always bear in mind that the time it takes to complete a movement phase is compounded by 

the number of turns you play. While there’s nothing wrong with using extremely cheap units 

like Savannah masters to fill gaps in your force, you should not have more than a 3:1 

advantage in unit numbers, and should try not to surpass a 2:1 advantage in numbers. The 

exception to this is if you intentionally take fewer units than agreed to, concentrating more 

BV into each unit. That is your prerogative but will have less of an effect on the game. 

 

If you start making a habit of using extremely cheap units to abuse initiative (Such as moving 

foot infantry platoons first so that your mechs don’t have to move until the very end of the 

movement phase), you’ll likely see a pushback from other players in reaction to it. It is not an 

illegal move in game terms, but taking cheap units specifically to abuse game mechanics can 

get you a less than favorable reputation as a player, in other words, you’ll be ‘that guy’. That’s 

not to say, of course, that taking something like a Scorpion tank and using it as fire support 

is bad to do, but finding the cheapest units possible and fielding them expressly to circumvent 

initiative rules certainly is. 
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Example 3 – Phil 

Phil got into Battletech through the MechWarrior games. He loves being able to customize 

his mechs, but absolutely hates the look of BattleTech mechs, and thinks all the canon 

designs are stupid. He is very vocal about how other robot franchises look so much better 

than Battletech. He decides that rather than get official BattleTech miniatures, he’s instead 

going to get a bunch of 3D printed models and Japanese gachapon toys from his favorite 

robot series – mostly gundam and armored core figures. He lovingly paints them up and 

makes a custom record sheet for each one, which he knows are way more effective than any 

of the potato canon designs. He shows off his new armies to the local battletech community 

and notes how much better looking all his custom mechs are than their retarded looking 

pewters from decades ago. The only thing he can’t understand is why they’re gatekeeping 

him now. 

 

Commentary 

We’ve actually seen posters come in to /btg/ making claims they’ve done this, and I can only 

hope it was nothing but shitposting. Right off the bat, going up to people and calling the 

miniatures that they’ve invested hours on making “ugly” is not going to win you any friends in 

any game. Secondly, Phil’s bitching about canon designs sucking reeks of powergamer, and 

you can bet that his ‘more effective’ designs are absolute cheese builds, so to say that people 

would be skeptical of them is an understatement. Lastly, while proxies are not something 

new to Battletech players, it would be better to save a force that completely rejects the 

fundamentals of the battletech setting for at least until you have a main force that uses canon 

designs, or use them to proxy similar-looking canon designs, at the very least.  
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“What if I can’t find the 

starter boxes?” 

tl;dr: Get the core rules, mapsheets, minis, record 

sheets, and game aids. 

 

I’ve been there myself when I first started playing BattleTech. This was before Total Warfare’s 

release, but there was no option for me to get a collection of basic rules, miniatures, so on 

and forth, in a single box. 

 

Firstly, paying attention to what you’d get in the AGOAC box will help. That includes a couple 

of mapsheets, miniatures, record sheets, dice, a few books for lore purposes, and some pilot 

cards I don’t think anyone I know has ever actually used for their games.  

Your first step as a new player is going to be getting a rulebook. You have a choice now. You 

can either go for the easier-to-read mech-focused Battlemech Manual – or the more 

comprehensive Total Warfare, which is not as well laid out but also contains rules for 

combined arms gaming. Both are the same set of rules, packaged differently. BMM will be 

easier to learn from, but you’ll end up needing to by TW down the road anyway if you ever 

want to use LRM carriers or Elementals. Either way, unless you really prefer carrying your 

rulebooks as PDF, you’ll probably want a copy of one or the other in print. 

 

Next, you have to have something to play on. While you don’t need to the official mapsheets 

to play, official mapsheets are purpose-made for BattleTech players. Otherwise, any old 

hexmaps like chessex battlemats or printed hex grids will still suffice. Catalyst also has a few 

Mapsheet Compilations in PDF format that you could print out to your hearts’ content, but I 

think many people prefer having the official poster-sized mapsheets and battlemats. It’s up 

to you. 
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Next, go online and get yourself either one of the official Catalyst record sheet compilations 

in PDF, or download something like Megameklab. With the PDFs, all you have to do is find 

the mech you want to use in the PDF, print it, and play it. I’d strongly suggest either “Record 

Sheets 3039 Upgrades” or “Record Sheets Succession Wars” for the new player. If you want 

to use software, get Megameklab or Solaris Skunkwerks, follow the on-site instructions for 

printing canon units, and print your record sheets that way. Additionally, you might want a 

Technical Readout book so that you can read about these ‘mechs that you’re using. 

 

For the minis themselves, since you’re going to be picking your own in the absence of the 

starter sets, you might not want to jump right into finalizing which mechs you want to use. 

Myself, I used paper standies for a very long time (Albeit as RPG mooks in my living room) 

that I got from Pryde Rock Industries, and that way I was able to sample a lot of ‘mechs and 

get a better feel for the mechanics of the game before I started dropping money on miniatures. 

On top of that, I played against the bot opponent in Megamek many times, getting a feel for 

most of the early units and their equipment. When you are ready to get some miniatures, the 

best looking and most cost effective method will be to buy a plastic lance pack from Catalyst, 

but I suspect if the AGOAC box is sold out, those will be too. Ironwind has also produced 

lance packs, both faction and era specific, but because they are made from pewter they tend 

to sell for twice the price of the plastic sets. The other advantage to buying from Ironwind is 

that you can buy single miniatures, so you’re not locked into getting minis you don’t actually 

want, as you would with a lance pack. 

 

Between having the rulebook to play, hexmaps to play on, record sheets for mech stats, and 

playing pieces to represent those record sheets – either paper or miniature – you have almost 

everything you need. As a game aid, I’d suggest getting at least a pair of good D6 dice, and 

a bunch of the cheapest, smallest D6 dice you can find in three colors. I bought plain-colored 

Chessex 6mm D6 blocks but any old thing even from the dollar store would fit the bill. The 

cheap dice will be used as movement mod trackers, and you will thank yourself later. Default 

colors for these are white, black, and red (which represent walk, run, and jump respectively) 

but so long as you’re consistent you can use whatever colors feel intuitive to you. The good 

dice for rolling just have to not be terrible – it doesn’t matter how cheap or expensive, or even 

what colors you choose. They are for rolling. 
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With printed record sheets, you can write and erase on them with pencil if you like, but I tend 

to find they wear out quickly after lots of erasing, and it’s a bit wasteful to toss each paper 

every game. Instead, I use plastic page protectors and whiteboard or wet-erase markers. If 

you put your record sheets in the page protectors and write on the plastic for every game, 

you’ll save a lot of printer ink and paper. 

 

And that’s it… The starter boxes are a great deal, no doubt about that, but if for whatever 

reason they get sold out it doesn’t mean you’re screwed, it just means getting started is more 

involved. Whatever you do though, do NOT go buying a starter box for triple the sticker price 

just because they’re sold out. It’s not the only way to get started. 
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“I only want to use Clan 

mechs!” 

tl;dr: The Clan Box is an expansion product, not a 

beginners’ product. 

Some new players have recently skipped the AGOAC box to get the Clan Invasion box, only 

to be surprised and angry that it is designed as an expansion, not a stand-alone product. I 

strongly suggest that even if your intent is to eventually make a clan force, all players should 

start learning the basics of the game through using the basic Inner Sphere mechs. They will 

be helpful in teaching the core mechanics of the game, helping players better appreciate how 

heat mechanics work, and present the simplest-to-use weaponry and equipment. It is better 

for new players to start with the AGOAC box to learn the foundations of the game. From 

there, how they grow their experience as a player is up to them. At the very least, having a 

copy of AGOAC gives something to use against 3025-forever grogs and to have a reference 

point to understand how good Clan tech actually is. 

 

Regardless, if you choose to ignore this advice and skip ahead to Clan tech, here are the 

suggestions I would give. 

 

First, the rules in the clan box are incomplete. They expand on the basic rulebook from 

AGOAC, but don’t stand up on their own. You will need to have some way to get access to 

the rules to use the clan mechs. 

 

My first suggestion would be to go straight to using one of the main hardcover rulebooks if 

you’re getting the Clan Invasion box without AGOAC. Between choosing Total Warfare or 

Battlemech Manual, I would suggest BMM if you don’t plan on expanding your Battle Armor 

selection beyond the elemental suits in plastic. However, if you plan on expanding into other 

varieties of battle armor, plus maybe some vehicles or Protomechs, I’d say it’s worth it to get 

Total Warfare instead, even if it’s a bit harder to learn from. Either book will be enough to use 

almost any clan mech released from any time period through to the end of the Jihad, so if 

you’re skipping AGOAC and using a hardcover rulebook, Instead of the Clan Invasion box, 

you might be just as well choosing a cheaper Clan Star pack, getting record sheets from 
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Megamek, and maybe supplementing it with a map pack or one of the neoprene Battlemats 

if your opponents don’t have them already. See the section on getting started when there are 

no starter boxes, and much of the advice will still apply. 

 

Barring getting a hardcover rulebook, you might be able to find the basic rulebook from 

AGOAC second hand. They aren’t sold officially, but with so many people buying AGOAC 

just for the miniatures, there’s bound to be players out there with dozens of copies of that 

rulebook that they have no need for. If you can get your hands on one for free or close enough 

to it, it should be enough to fill in the gaps to use the Clan Invasion box’s rulebook. If 

someone’s charging you significant money for a staple-bound rulebook (more than $5 USD) 

you are definitely being ripped off. 

 

When using Clan tech, always remember that they were intentionally made to be better 

than inner sphere mechs. Similar to comparing WH40K Space Marines to Guardsmen, they 

are better in almost every way but the costs. Against Inner Sphere mechs, using Battle 

Value is strongly suggested, but even when not using it, Clanners should suffer large 

handicaps, being overall out-tonned by twice or more. Many players don’t feel that any 

balancing method for clan vs inner sphere truly works, so it’s suggested that if you’re just 

starting out with Clan tech, that you stick to Clan VS Clan matchups when possible.  
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“Why are the OOP books 

so expensive?” 

tl;dr: Amazon pricebots, scalpers, and low volume 

print runs in the 2000s. 

Some new players and even old players will be lamenting the high prices of BattleTech books 

on Amazon and other second hand sites, or more specifically, the prices of second hand, out 

of print books. Some of the titles are still reasonably priced, but some of the sourcebooks 

and products – even those not particularly old – are selling for small fortunes. I’m going to try 

to address why, though there’s no single reason to directly lay the blame on. 

 

Firstly and probably most obvious are Amazon price bots. Auction sites like e-bay seem to 

be lapsing in popularity and many buyers are looking exclusively to Amazon for their online 

shopping needs. Amazon shops are well known, however, for using price bots to manage 

their shops, and the shops will end up raising their prices to impossible levels just because 

of pricebot feedback loops. Newbies constantly come to gripe to the BattleTech community 

that book XYZ is selling for 800 dollars on Amazon like the internet is new to them and 

Amazon pricebots are a foreign concept. Unfortunately, a lot of E-Bay sellers that aren’t 

aware of what they have gotten their hands on try to price their products based on what they 

find on Amazon, too, artificially driving the prices up way beyond what anyone but the most 

desperate are willing to pay. 

 

There are scalpers as well. Before AGOAC, the introbox would be sold in one limited run, 

but instead of simply reprinting the run, Catalyst would to tweaks to the product in order to 

‘improve’ it. While the quality did go up between the first Catalyst box in 2008 and subsequent 

versions, they were minor upgrades overall, like cardboard maps rather than paper. What 

these upgrades meant though is much longer times to market, leaving 2-3 year gaps where 

finding introductory boxed sets was next to impossible. Scalpers have picked up on this over 

the years, and many would buy dozens of introductory boxed sets on release and hoard them, 

then try to resell them NIB for twice or triple the price two years later when they became hard 

to find.  
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The third reason for high prices on OOP product is a supply issue. Some in the community 

have a period that they refer to as the “Low volume period”, where BattleTech books were 

only printed in small volume due to declining demand. Especially during the post-Fasa 

years, demand for sourcebooks dropped dramatically, between rejection of the Jihad period 

and players considering products ‘not necessary’. As time passed though, many players 

decided that they wanted to give these books a chance, only to find that they were 

discontinued after the first print run due to lack of interest, limiting the number in circulation 

to only a few thousand copies worldwide. Products like the Hexpacks especially, which 

have been discontinued due to limited demand and increased price of cardboard printing, 

have gone up significantly. 

 

A side note for those hunting for older products, you might notice that some Battletech 

books aren’t labelled with “BattleTech”, but “Classic BattleTech”. This was during the 

window that Clix was active. During that time, Clix threw their weight around and pushed 

BattleTech to change their name to “Classic” BattleTech to distance it further from the clix 

game, supposedly to prevent any sort of confusion between the two. Likewise, since the 

Battletech RPG books were called MechWarrior (and in fact how the PC game series gets 

its’ name), MW 3rd edition was forced to get renamed to “Classic Battletech RPG”. It took a 

little time, but once clix died, Catalyst shed the “Classic” prefix, going back to Battletech. 

(Besides the term classic being like having a “Game for old men” tag right on the name, the 

community started referring to Classic BattleTech by the acronym “CBT”, which they would 

later find out happens to unfortunately share an acronym with the more popular google 

search of “Cock and ball torture”) 

 

On a positive note, Fanpro and Catalyst have released every print product they’ve made 

other than mapsheets as a PDF, and the prices on those never go up, so while you 

shouldn’t have any trouble getting access to the PDF versions of these old printings, it’s 

only if you want the hard copy on your shelves that you’ll have any challenge finding them. 

Certain older books from the FASA years have also been scanned and made available for 

purchase, but note that products that showed pictures of the unseen had some or all of the 

illustrations edited or removed. 
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It should be noted that some products that were previously expensive are going down in 

price, too. In the 2000s, getting a pewter unseen Marauder for instance could have set you 

back $70 USD, and especially if you were new to BattleTech and shopping on eBay there’s 

a high chance you could have been scammed by recasters (Note, if you find minis for sale 

online that are primed in white and not in their blister, chances are these are recasts and 

likely a scam). However, with the new plastic lance packs being released for BattleTech (as 

well as 3d printing and the Robotech Kidslogic miniatures) demand for the old pewter 

unseen is dropping and putting them into still expensive but much more reasonable ranges 

than in the past. 

 

Catalyst has also announced that they will (slowly) be adding products to a print-on-

demand catalogue. This difficulty in getting old books may be alleviated over time, but 

might be based on consumer demand, so some books may never get added. We’ll have to 

see. 
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How to find players 

tl;dr: Don’t expect to just ‘find’ a group. 

BattleTech has never been dead, it’s just not a top five title. 

Wargaming is inherently a social game, so unlike video games that can easily support a wide 

variety of titles to suit many tastes, playing a wargame is dependent on having people to play 

against. For that reason, although there are hundreds of wargames out there, each with their 

own line of miniatures either for purchase, for 3D print, or those that repurpose existing toys, 

you’ll usually only see the top five at any time played with any sort of regularity. That’s not to 

say that BattleTech’s at the bottom of the pack – hell, having any following at all is a good 

sign once you get past the top five titles at any given point in time. There are a lot of fly-by-

night titles that spit out some nice miniatures but are forgotten again five years later. 

BattleTech has been around for nearly 40 years at the time I’ve written this. It’s not the top 

seller, and maybe it never was, but it’s not going away anytime soon. The problem is that for 

a lot of people, when they choose a game, it has a lot to do with ease of access to a player 

base, so in the absence of a visible player group in their area, many people who are 

interested in BattleTech give up before they even begin, taking up a different game simply 

because they don’t want to put in an effort to find people to play against. 

Not everyone wants a granular game, but those that do will love it. 

Also remember that BattleTech is about the ceiling for how crunchy a game can get before it 

becomes a truly niche title. Many people turn their nose up at it because it isn’t like 40K or 

other popular minis games, but I’d argue that it’s precisely that crunchiness that makes it 

worth keeping around. People complain about “tax forms”, but anyone that has done more 

than look over anyone’s shoulder knows that most of what is found on a record sheet is used 

on rare occasions for critical hits – and any math in the game is finger-counting or the 

occasional “Divide by ten”.  

 

What BattleTech really is about is the granular trade-off; every hex counts for line of sight. 

Every shot runs you a little hotter, a bigger engine costs you more armor, do you go for partial 

cover to protect your legs, or into heavy woods for a bigger modifier, do you take one 

expensive machine, three cheap ones, or somewhere in between? I’ve seen with my own 

eyes people who’ve never played BattleTech or even wargames before get completely 
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engrossed in the game and its mechanics, but I’ve also seen people get turned off by seeing 

nothing die before the end of the first hour of a game. In the end, it’s not going to be a game 

for everyone, but the ones that like it, like it enough to keep it alive for the better part of four 

decades. 

It must be seen being played, or else it’s a ‘dead game’. 

Another challenge BattleTech faces is that like the tip of an iceberg, only a portion of the 

player base go to game stores to play. While it can be played as a tournament-style pickup 

game like many of the popular miniatures games titles like Warhammer 40K, Infinity, Malifaux, 

etc., many groups prefer to run it as linked campaigns or scenarios at home, like most people 

do with RPGs. Further, with programs like Megamek enabling players to stay at home to play 

the game on their computers either online or against the bot, many of them put little to no 

priority on getting out and playing IRL. This means that although the books and minis are 

selling in your area, you may never see an active gaming group nearby. You never really 

know if you might have other people in your area that are interested in playing, but simply 

didn’t show the initiative to start a gaming group themselves. This is why I’m such a strong 

proponent of players getting out there and playing their games at the LGS – even if just 

between friends. In order to really grow in any place, BattleTech must be seen as a game 

that people play. If that play isn’t seen, to most people, it doesn’t exist. 

 

Make no mistake, I don’t have a miracle cure for the situation, but I’ll offer suggestions based 

on my personal experiences on what you as an interested player can do to find people to 

play BattleTech with, and tell some of my own missteps to try to avoid. 

 

Invite your friends, but never beg. 

When I first got started with BattleTech as a wargame, I was a kid just getting out of 

highschool, still living at home with my parents. I’d assumed that since I never saw people 

playing BattleTech at the store or seen groups advertised that I was the only person actively 

interested in the game in my town in years. I was also nervous about looking for players 

because living in my parents’ house I imagine they wouldn’t be thrilled with me inviting grown 

men I don’t even know into their house to play games. Naturally, I turned to my trusted friends 

and even casual friends to ask them if they wanted to play. It turns out that the guys you hang 

out with playing wrestling games and Street Fighter on Playstation aren’t necessarily the 

same guys that are interested in playing a granular turn based pen-and-paper wargame. It 

never hurts to ask your friends and invite them to try the game, but under no circumstances 

should you start bending over backwards to accommodate them. That’s not to say that you 
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should dismiss them because your weekly game day conflicts with their work schedule, but 

if someone is actually interested in playing, they will look forward to game days and try to 

make themselves available. Do not put yourself in the position that you’re nagging or 

pressuring your friends to play – accept it when they’re not interested and instead start 

looking for people who are. As the old adage goes, you can bring a horse to water, but you 

can’t make it drink. 

 

Ask your LGS 

If you can’t turn to your friends, your first course of action should be to go to your local game 

store and talk to the staff there. If they are halfway decent supporters of gaming, they should 

have some advice to offer to you. They might have a bulletin board to put posters up on. 

There might be an online gaming forum that they run. They might put out an e-mail newsletter, 

or know about a facebook or reddit group frequently used by the local community. Be patient 

though – people will only find you so long as they’re looking. The whole point of asking your 

LGS staff for advice is that they most likely know where people are looking.  

 

Approach people 

One thing that I started doing was a bit intrusive, but as my local LGS had some BattleTech 

on the shelves, when I would come across someone browsing the various sourcebooks and 

TROs, I’d politely try to initiate conversation. Don’t forget that people are generally not 

comfortable with being chatted up by a complete stranger, but this is likely your most effective 

method for finding new players. Don’t interrogate them, just make polite conversation – bring 

up that you’re looking for players to play with or groups to join, ask them a bit about their 

background with the game, but let them volunteer the information they want to. Let the small 

talk progress organically. If they’re interested, see if you can set a date and time for a pickup 

game and/or get a means to contact them. Everyone seems to have a communication 

method they prefer, be it phone, email, twitter, or what have you. Bear in mind that this is a 

slow process based on luck, but most of my games for my first three or four years were one-

on-one games rather than ones involving a group at a scheduled time.  
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Get online 

In addition to asking people face-to-face, I tried making my own Facebook group to find 

BattleTech players in my city. This was marginally successful. A handful of people showed 

interest and it worked to allow players to announce their availabilities for games, but again, 

it wasn’t a massive success. The positive was that it made a means of communication with 

a lower risk of getting spammed by telemarketers or be added to junk-mailing lists than with 

phone or email. I haven’t tried Craigslist, It didn’t look useful in my area, but I’m not sure if 

it’s worth trying for looking for players where you are. 

Posters and ads don’t work well. 

My LGS had a bulletin board in their entrance that people could make posters for to look for 

players, sell minis, or take commissions. I tried to make a poster to gather players for a 

gaming group. I linked the Facebook group I created, but I also took a risk by trying to include 

my cell phone number and my junk-mail email address as contact information. On the positive 

side, I was making it known that I was trying to make a BattleTech gaming group, and people 

were pulling the paper tabs with my contact info. Also positive was that nobody was using 

those tabs to sign me up for questionable mailing lists. On the down side though, I don’t 

remember anyone actually responding to the poster, so those tabs were likely forgotten about 

moments after being pulled. It might be worth it for you, but I wouldn’t bank on it as your 

primary group-making method. I even made business-card like printouts for the facebook 

group and asked the LGS staff to offer them to people that bought BattleTech merchandise. 

I think I might have gotten one player that way. 

Ask other gamers 

You can even ask players of other games at your LGS for advice, but that can have mixed 

results. My local gaming community for instance ran a private forum on invite only, and was 

welcoming of many other game franchises, but on trying to get access to advertise BattleTech 

games, they went beyond basic dismissal and showed actual vitriol against it. I don’t know 

what crawled up their collective asses or who touched them where but it was clear that they 

weren’t going to be any help. Depending on the atmosphere of your game store people might 

view you as a fellow minis gamer, or as some asshole taking up *their* tablespace. Advice 

from them might be genuine, or sabotage. Use your better judgement. 

Trying to invite other people at the game store to try your game may be perceived as ‘scalping 

players’ so be warned that inviting them to play demo games could be met with animosity. 
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Go to gaming conventions when you can. 

Another opportunity to meet players is to visit gaming conventions in your area. Check the 

schedule to see if there are any BattleTech games planned. If so, you may run into a 

demonstration team member who can also give you advice, and if local, might have a gaming 

group that can be joined. Otherwise the other players around the table could be potential 

players for BattleTech. Although players may not bother coming out of their house to play 

games a lot of the time, few things bring players out of the woodwork quite like a local gaming 

convention. It’s a great neutral venue that allows you to try games and play against people 

without much risk. The only thing to watch out for is that people will often travel a significant 

distance to play at better established conventions, so you might be chatting up someone 

from two hours away. Conventions also double as a good place to go to look for 2nd hand 

goods. Online, many OOP books will sell for a premium, but in convention halls, people often 

get rid of individual books or entire collections at significantly reduced rates.  

Forums and social media 

Ten years ago, the official forums for BattleTech were livelier than they are now, so I would 

definitely have suggested using it for the looking-for-players section. Even now it might still 

be worth your time to type your town’s name to see if anyone has made a thread for that 

region, but I think a lot of that community has moved on to using other websites and 

communication methods, when they communicate at all. Still, I was able to find at least one 

player through the forums. These days though, a lot of activity has moved elsewhere, namely 

Facebook, which is so active a number of BattleTechs’ writers and staff actively participate 

in the dialogue. I haven’t checked the forums in a long time now, but Mechwarrior Online’s 

forums did net me a player or two. You might also have luck with other BattleTech related 

communities like the forums for HBS BT or Megamek. If there are sizable groups on Reddit, 

Discord, Instagram, or whatever else is popular when you’re reading this, it can’t hurt to give 

it a try. 

 

Computer games seem to affect the community. 

Outside environments will have an effect on the players as well – keep this in mind. When I 

first started in the late Noughties, MWO had not been released, so the latest game was a 

then-stale Mechwarrior 4 Mercenaries. The few players I did run into were well equipped with 

minis, maps, and rulebooks - mostly holdover players from the tail-end of the FASA days, or 

oldbeards that dug their 90s minis out of the closet. New players were very hard to recruit 

because the few that did know about BattleTech expected a MW4-like hardpoints system, so 

when presented with record sheets they recoiled before the basics could even be explained.  
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On MWO’s release to the public, I noticed a sudden spike in interested players, and those 

new players I was able to get to join games were no longer alienated by the record sheets, 

thanks to the similarity to MWO’s customization system to BattleTech proper. However, I hit 

a new snag; where in the late noughties I ran into players will fully painted miniatures, I 

noticed a regression to miniatures painted with no effort, to unpainted miniatures, to 

eventually with the MWO players, not only did players lack miniatures (To be expected of 

new players), but they showed absolutely no motivation to buy miniatures of their own. They 

were instead content to mooch off of me every step of the way, from rulebooks, to mapsheets, 

to miniatures, to record sheets. Hell, they didn’t even bother bringing their own dice. 

  

This would be understandable for the first couple of sessions while they’re unsure if they 

want to keep playing, but this trend continued upwards of six months. I suspect that with 

MWO being a free-to-play title, it also attracted the kind of people that were cheap, and that 

was reflected by the new players in my area. I also suspect that as I progressively showed 

off the size of my miniatures collection, the local players felt less and less obligated to step 

their game up and start their own collections, as in their eyes I had more than enough 

miniatures to support them. Retrospectively, it may be better to hide one’s hand regarding 

how many miniatures they have until local players start their own collections.  

 

On that last note, with the overall good reception of HBS BattleTech from everyone I’ve 

personally known who played it – for many of whom it was their first exposure to the franchise, 

as well as the success of the recent Clan Invasion Kickstarter, and release of Mechwarrior 5 

as an X-box title, I have high hopes that we’re in the most fruitful period for finding new 

BattleTech players since the 90s. As a result, my experiences may be similar to yours, but 

my experiences from a decade ago might also be way harsher compared to what you’ll find 

now. 

 

Critical Mass is the goal for any wargaming community, and what to avoid. 

For making a gaming group at an LGS, the Holy Grail is to reach critical mass. That is to say, 

that the group gets large enough and communicates well enough that even in your absence, 

it will continue to exist. In my case, I was never able to pull this off due to a number of 

challenges. First, because of my job, I was on a strange shift rotation that didn’t line up with 

a regular calendar, so having a set regularly scheduled game day was impossible for me. If 

you can communicate with your group to set a schedule for days to play, it not only creates 

structure that allows people to just show up and get a game, but it also gives the appearance 

of a stable, ‘real’ community rather than sporadic players showing up.  
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The second challenge I faced was the aforementioned issue of players becoming freeloaders, 

dependant on me to provide everything they needed. Without my being there, most of the 

players didn’t have what they’d need to play even the simplest pick-up game on their own.  

 

The final challenge was communication in two parts: Firstly, every player seemed to have 

one and exactly one method to communicate, and they never seemed to converge. One 

player would only accept phone calls. Another would only accept texts, another only talked 

via Private Message on the official forums, another still could only be reached through the 

MWO forums, and other guys would only use Facebook. They would refuse to use any but 

one form of communication. Further, even after meeting, talking, and playing against each 

other, none of the players made any effort to establish a way to communicate with each other, 

some even privately voicing that they were uncomfortable doing so. I don’t know if this was 

a deep-seated holdover of the “stranger danger” child-rearing method started in the 60s, but 

I can only suspect so. The irony being that prior to my contacting each of them individually, I 

hadn’t met a single one of them beforehand. In effect, rather than setting up a network of 

players like I’d hoped, I ended up as a single central nexus through which every other player 

depended on to play, and more than half of the time depended on to provide miniatures to 

play with. In spite of my voicing concerns to my players, when I left town to pursue other 

career opportunities, as far as I know, the gaming group instantly collapsed. I even had some 

players contacting me up to a year later asking when I was going to be back to get the group 

together. I can only hope someone eventually took the initiative to build a new community in 

my stead. 

On pulling the plug 

After finally getting a gaming group together, even though the game sessions might start 

out on a high note, you might find that some or all of your players start getting less 

enthusiastic for games over time. You’ll find that they won’t confirm plans with you unless 

first approached, act sullen or detached during the games, spend more time paying 

attention to their phones, or most of all act like they’re doing you a favor just by showing up. 

At this point, chances are the player or players in question are no longer interested in 

playing. This is fine – BattleTech isn’t going to be everyone’s cup of tea, but most players 

end up trying to ghost or otherwise begrudgingly put up with the game rather than simply 

tell you that they don’t want to play. Rather than creating bad blood, either stop inviting the 

player to games, or in the case of the majority of players starting to act this way, stop 

hosting games. As soon as your players stop seeing your gaming sessions as something 
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fun, and instead see it as a way to maintain a social group or placate you, the rot has 

already set in. If you have players who genuinely want to continue playing more BattleTech, 

at some point or another, they will contact you and ask when the next session is going to 

be. Starting a new group with these members is perfectly fine, but I’ve never misjudged 

when a player has lost interest in a game. 

 

On that-guys. 

Again, I don’t have a fool-proof constant for dealing with this, but like any game, BattleTech 

will have its share of that-guys, and as it gets more popular, the ratio of that-guys in the 

community is bound to increase. However, the few that-guys that were really problematic 

that I ran into were either at a convention, or I met them before I had a group established, 

and instead had a few players on-call to play with. In each case, simply ghosting them after 

the first game was enough to not have them contact me again. If you manage to create a 

gaming group though, especially if it meets on a regular schedule, you’ll likely need to 

confront problem players directly before they cause the good ones to quit. If the issue is 

just being mildly irritating guidance might be better, but one of the players I ghosted was 

because besides prattling at length about their head-cannon mary-sues and how they were 

kicked out of their last group for being too good at the game, on losing a game of 

BattleTech they began puffing themselves up and posturing because of anger management 

issues. A hazardous player like that has no place in any gaming group until they get their 

issues resolved. Being annoyed at the results of die rolls are one thing. Players that try to 

physically intimidate or utter threats to other players on the other hand is a sure-fire way to 

sabotage your own community. 

 

When the local community is small, problem players that get booted often struggle to ever 

find opponents, so end up jumping ship to another game or quitting altogether. However as 

the player base grows, a problem player has less difficulty finding the next player that 

doesn’t know about their bullshit, and so “that guy” isn’t forced out of the community and 

allowed to continue for longer, also souring the experiences of more players along the way. 
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How do I paint my minis? 

 Camospecs.com 

  Use whatever brand of paint you like  

 No obligation to use canon paint schemes 

 Unified paintjob or not is a question of taste. 

At least on this front, you can breathe easy. Unlike some other minis games which can be 

stricter about paint schemes and more elitist about paint jobs, BattleTech has taken a more 

relaxed approach – for better or worse. On the positive side, this means even a middling 

paint job will be met with praise from the community. On the down side you’ll occasionally 

run into players with some of the most hideously painted minis in gaming when painted at all. 

Luckily the recent offerings of updated-art plastic mechs have brought an influx of better 

painters and upped the bar, but the grey tide due to players with a lack of painting confidence 

is still very much a thing. Before addressing that issue though let’s address choosing a paint 

scheme – while assuming you want to go for something canonical. 

 

Examples of paintjobs have mainly moved online since the turn of the millennium. 

Camospecs.com has been the primary source for paintjob examples, which allows you to 

search paint jobs by faction (or in case of camo schemes, by environmental pattern), look up 

specific miniatures (using names or the code from Ironwind Metals’ product codes), or by 

painter. It was recently overhauled, and it runs much better than it previously did. Many of 

the paint schemes used in Camospecs draw directly from the official entries in the Field 

Manual series of sourcebooks, but some of the paint schemes were canonized for the first 

time on Camospecs by their artists. Clan galaxies especially didn’t get any flavor text 

regarding their paint schemes in the field manual books, so it’s probably your best bet for 

paint job reference. If you find one you like, feel free to check Sarna or the field manuals for 

more information about them. 
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An unofficial alternative to finding paint schemes is unitcolorcompendium.com. Rather than 

showing paint jobs on miniatures, most depictions of paint schemes are photoshopped 

Mechwarrior Online artwork. It’s a clean looking website and is easy enough to use. The 

downsides are that since it uses photoshopped art rather than examples of painted 

miniatures, it doesn’t give you an honest idea of how the paint scheme would look on a 

miniature – further, some of which are so detailed that they’d be nearly impossible to attempt 

by hand at standard BattleTech scales. The other downside is that without any sort of curation, 

many users have added their donut steel my-dudes paint schemes and formations to the mix. 

As a result if you’re not careful as a new player, you could end up choosing a non-canon 

paint scheme, thinking it was a real one. Not that it would prevent you from playing, but if 

you’re concerned about canonicity you should cross-reference it with Camospecs.com to see 

if the regiment and paint scheme is real. The big selling point that UCC has over 

Camospecs.com is the ability to search by tags, so you can, for example, search by color. If 

you really like yellow, for instance, searching by yellow will net you all sorts of formations that 

use it in their paint schemes. 

 

Lastly, for a much more retro look, if you can find a PDF or print copy of it, there was a small 

booklet called Camo Specs released in the 80s that illustrated some of the paint schemes 

for various regiments in the early BattleTech lore. This book isn’t comprehensive by any 

means, and its canonicity has been superseded by the field manuals but it can be inspiration 

for a more retro-style paint job. Like UCC, it uses illustrations rather than photographs of 

minis, but as these ones are hand-drawn, they’re a little more viable for hand-painting. 

 

Now, for players that are unsure of their own painting ability, I’d first say that any earnest 

paint job is going to be better than bare minis, and at the absolute bare minimum, rather than 

leaving your minis naked, go to the hardware store or a place that sells plastic models. Buy 

a can of lacquer or acrylic spray primer. If you can find one with some color to it, so much 

the better. Use that on your minis. The main thing is, if you end up facing someone else who 

also has a grey tide army, the chances of accidentally mixing up whose mini is whose mid-

game goes up. Even chess uses two colors to differentiate. 

 

For those players who live life on a shoestring budget, but for some reason are trying to get 

into miniatures wargaming, it’s understandable why you might be reluctant to paint your minis 

when proper paints cost more than five dollars for less than a shotglass’ worth. Especially if 

you’re just starting out and really don’t know what you’re doing, don’t shy away from using 

cheaper acrylic craft paints like Apple Barrel after you’ve primed your mini. They might not 
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have the coverage of proper miniatures paints, but if you’re choosing between something 

and nothing, it’s better to have something. Plan out your colors in advance for your first minis; 

a lot of people getting into the hobby for the first time have a misguided notion that they need 

to start by having every single color at their disposal, when in reality they might need maybe 

five tubes of paint. Craft stores have a good selection of colors but if you visit a dollar store, 

they will often have discount acrylic paints in the same bottles but in more basic primary and 

secondary colors. White and black are guaranteed must-haves for any paint job, and you’ll 

likely want a metallic silver of some sort, but the rest is up to you. Granted, these won’t let 

you do pro painting techniques you see in White Dwarf magazines, but if it’s your first time 

putting paint on a miniature, you’re probably going to be more concerned with keeping your 

brush in the lines. 

 

Do not recycle your enamel paints from that model car set that need paint thinner to clean.  

 

There are some paints by Games Workshop that I would recommend to new hobbyists. First, 

their washes are fantastic. While there are ways to make something similar with floor polish, 

inks, and a plethora of other things, GW’s washes (Now called ‘shades’) are a lot less 

headache. Brown and Black definitely should be in everyone’s paint kits. Also, many people 

have been excited over the new contrast paints. They seem to work decently well for 

BattleTech miniatures for beginners, though I’ve yet to try them myself. Check reviews for 

yourself and see if they’re a route you want to take. 

 

Now, back to players that already know how to paint, but don’t want to do a canon paint 

scheme: the only questions I can think you might have is “Do I have to paint all my guys the 

same”, in which case, no, you can give them all individual paint schemes, or unified, or 

whatever in between. You aren’t obligated to paint mechs to be a canonical regiment, so if 

you have some ideas you want to test out or new paints to experiment with, there’s no reason 

not to. Feel an urge to make an homage to another property, sure, why not? Planning on 

using your ‘mechs to show off your brony pride? Fucking don’t, Jesus Christ! Want to create 

a paint scheme that incorporates your family’s heraldic crest or tartan pattern? Sounds 

awesome. While maybe about half of the people I’ve played against use uniform paint 

schemes, many more have a hodgepodge of paintjobs that they thought looked cool. 
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Do I need to play on hexes? 

tl;dr: It’s standard to use hex maps, but there are 

alternatives. 

 

A lot of the people who are reluctant to play BattleTech feel that way because they are turned 

off by playing on the flat hexmaps used by default. Note that while the standard for gameplay 

is a hex-based mapsheet, it’s not uncommon for people to add their own three-dimensionality 

to the game. Bear in mind that the majority of public BattleTech events at conventions, etc, 

as well as Megamek – the go-to program for playing BattleTech online, will use standard hex-

based play. To save yourself a public temper tantrum at a future game because so-and-so 

LOS doesn’t make sense to you, get acquainted with hexmap play – especially involving 

elevation changes and LOS – before you start going to hexless. 

 

One of the ways people bring three-dimensionality to their games is simply by color 

photocopying existing mapsheets, gluing them to foam bases, and making their hills 3D. This 

is probably one of the easiest and cheapest methods of tackling the issue. It doesn’t solve 

the 2 dimensionality of buildings or trees, but is especially helpful to avoid forgetting elevation 

changes. Be careful when actually making these hills though, as some terrain features drawn 

on the map sheets are deceptive and don’t match the tags on the hex. The text trumps the 

art. Recent 3D printed terrain is also starting to take off, and can be scaled to fit mapsheets. 

Online offerings seem mostly limited to buildings, though. Through the 2000s, the flopped 

game “Heroscape” may not have been the success its creators had hoped, but the hexagon 

tiles that it came with have proven to be much more in demand. Though they’re not in the 

same scale as BattleTech hex maps, their larger size makes them great at fitting larger 

sculpts in each hex, and can easily be flocked for a boost of realism. Lastly, a much older 

and harder to find option, but there was a modular terrain system for BattleTech called 

Geohex made sometime in the 90s. These pieces of terrain came with hexagon tiles printed 

directly on them. 
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For true miniatures rules (Ditching hex-grid play entirely), it is also possible. For pretty much 

as long as BattleTech has been around, there have been rules to convert regular BattleTech 

play into hexless. The conversion rules seem to have changed frequently between each 

edition (at first glance, mostly based on how firing arcs are determined), but they have been 

around for a long time, and many groups use them exclusively or have cooked up their own 

takes. The old Strategic Operations book contains them, but they can also be grabbed as a 

PDF for free from the BattleTech home pages’ downloads section here: 

(https://www.BattleTech.com/downloads/CBTMiniRules_Final.pdf). With these, games with 

diorama-like terrain or plain felt-on-a-table can be played, without diluting the rules of the 

game.  

 

Note again that miniatures rules are not the default play style, so foam hexes and heroscape 

tiles are the most popular alternative to plain hexmaps for familiarity and convenience. Also 

few LGS’es are equipped with 6mm scale terrain. 

 

https://www.battletech.com/downloads/CBTMiniRules_Final.pdf
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